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Editorial
Welcome to the first new issue of 2015, and the
Spring Equinox. The energies are rising, and if
you haven’t already it’s time to stretch and
shake yourself.

It’s time to shed those masks, and be authentic
beings. Let go of ways that no longer serve. To
come out and be who you really are, and I’m
not talking just gender here. Perhaps you have
a skill, knowledge or interest that you keep
hidden, because you are worried about what
other people will say, or think. Fear holds you
tight, and sometimes it will not be an easy path
to come clean. But there is a freedom in
making such a choice. To hide something
takes up more energy, and can be very
frustrating and hurtful to ourselves. Show the
world your “gift,” we are ALL worth it!
Over the years, when I was Co-ordinator for
Fountain International there is always one cry
that kept coming up, again and again from
people. I am alone in my “interest”, and have
no one to talk and share with, how can I join
with other like-minded people.
They kept their “interest” close to their chests,
for fear of being hurt or put down. At present
we have the Magazine, Newsletter and
Facebook page, where people can interact,
share knowledge and experiences, etc.
Communication and action is needed in these
changing times. Your presence in this
changing world is required. Being a couch
potato is no longer fashionable, so don’t even
go there. A much needed journey lies ahead.

Although in some parts of the globe it is the
Autumnal Equinox, still a time of energy and
activity. Either way both are my favourite
times of the year.

Once you open up, and start to move forward
it’s surprising how many people, do have
similar interests. Don’t forget the old adage,
“Like attracts like.” Even if they don’t have the
same interest as you, so what! We are all
unique, and have our roles to play. It would be
very boring if we were all the same. It takes
many skills to make a world.
People can be afraid of difference or the
unknown, but show by example, be open in
communication, and respect for others is the
key. Missionary zeal is not appropriate. Be
who you are, unafraid of what others think of

Recently I was listening to a forecast for the
first quarter of 2015 by Robert Ohotto ,
(www.ohotto.com ). During which he said one
of the lessons for this period was Authenticity.
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you, and not so afraid that you need others to
be like you. After all, you are unique!
Whatever you do, you will never be loved by
everyone, as that is part of human nature. But
freedom comes from being true to yourself,
and loving yourself. When you love yourself,
you do not need anyone else’s approval. Stop
depending on other people, to make yourself
OK.

Writing articles, not your thing? As you can tell
by past magazines, we are happy to receive
input from those of you of a more artistic,
creative nature, ie poems, inspired writing,
short stories, artwork, photographs, etc. The
sky’s the limit.

So, are you ready for the change. If not now
when?

All contributions to the magazine are
the copyright of the authors, artists and
photographers, and Fountain
International Magazine. Unauthorized
use and/or duplication of any material
of the magazine without express and
written permission from its author and
owner is strictly prohibited. Excerpts
may be used, provided that full and
clear credit is given to the author and
www.fountaininternationalmagazine.co
m with appropriate and specific
direction to the original content.
The views given in the magazine are not
necessarily those of Fountain International.

Many thanks to all our contributors,
without them there would be no
magazine.

Donations are very welcome, through
the website, to enable the running costs
of the website and magazine, and the
promotion of the “Fountain Concept.”

www.fountaininternationalmagazine.com

Thank – You
Deadline for the next issue
1st June 2015
Next Issue Out 21st June 2015
All original submissions of the submitter
welcome, within the general remit of the
magazine. If in doubt ask the Editor. With
regard to articles, we are looking for 1,500
words max, with illustrations or photo’s.
Be a part of this special magazine, don’t hide
your light. There is no better time than NOW!
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Song of the Spider’s Web – Jill Mattson

Check out our Facebook Page.
Like us.

Impact of Healing Touch with Healing Harp
on In-Patient Acute Care Pain – Tami Briggs.
Living in Dharma. Four questions to finding
your Dharma – David Starlight
What Animals Have To Say – Pica De Bruin
Reality, human energies and our matrix Earth
– Marian Matthews

The gaps may be long between issues of the
magazine, but here’s an opportunity to interact
with those of a similar interest, and build a
strong network between peoples and groups.
www.facebook.com/FountainInternational

GMO Foods – Susan Brooker
Internal Conflicts of Tarot, Part 2 –
Greg Broadbent.

Glastonbury Tor, UK

My Story of the Near-Death Experience Ábé Yūko

Join us with the monthly sending out of Pure
Love, Light and Balancing energies. Each 1st of
the month at 7am GMT.

The Relationship of Yoga with Thai Yoga
Massage – Barbara Wall.

Not able to make the sending out time of the
energies! You can still join in and be of great
value, by sending Pure Love energy to the Tor,
putting on the proviso that it is stored there
until 1st of the month at 7am, when it will be
sent out to the world to encompass all.

You, too, can help bring death back to life in a
death denying culture – Maria Dancing Heart
Hoaglund.
Astrological Outlook April to June –
Zoe Hind

A thought is all it takes.

Book Review
Creative Corner
Letters and e mails to the Editor
Front Cover by Jan Bayliss.
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out-of-body-experience that began in the
center of a Crop Circle in 2007, I produced
seven full feature ET films in record time. I
had never thought about making movies and
these movies happened quickly, with no
training or previous experience in film making
whatsoever. The films were experiential in all
aspects of production, I did very little research
along the way. Most of the information came
to me through dreams and I didn't question
anything. I was always in the right place at the
right time with cameras, spending nine weeks
of summer in the fields.

The Connection Between
Crop Circles & Free Energy
Technologies
My Perception ~ Patty Greer

My love of the English countryside and the
treasure hunt for Crop Circles has called me
back many summers to Wiltshire, England, the
epicenter of the Crop Circle phenomenon.
When the wheat is ripe the Circlemakers begin
to swirl their messages into the fields. They are
quick and precise and rarely seen,
communicating in a language we both
understand: art and math’. Some of the most
notable Crop Circles messages have been
deciphered as binary codes and sacred
geometries over the years. They have offered
keys of wisdom about their advanced
technologies, trusting that we will take notice.
Distant star maps and political warnings have
also been deciphered in these coded Crop
Circle messages.

I flew in small planes in wind and rain as soon
as new Crop Circles were reported. There was
no door on my side of the plane so that I could
capture footage from directly overhead.
Shooting the Crop Circles in their entirety
from above offers the best perspective of their
intended message. Something had surely
shifted in me because leaning out of planes
with a heavy camera had never been on my
bucket list! I created these movies with the
unseen worlds’ assistance and received 3
handsome EBE Awards at the International
UFO Congress Convention. This confirmed to
me that I was delivering the information
correctly, so I’ve continued on the fast track of
sharing this urgent information with the
world.

Crop Circles appear to be a physical
manifestation of collective Earth~ET~Human
communication emanating from within the
Earth. Even more important are the
implications of the discoveries by scientists
who found that the seeds within Crop Circles after being hit with high frequencies - were
found to produce up to 400% more food and
biofuel per seed, offering up to 75% more
nutritional value per plant! Wrap your head
around that technology, knowing we will need
it to enhance our future food supply, once
GMO poisoning ends. I have visited more than
100 English Crop Circles personally and
remain enthralled with their mystical nature!

The most exciting moment I’ve had yet was
discovering a band of communication between
the two “Balls of Light” on the ONLY footage in
the world that exposes Balls of Light creating a
Crop Circle in seconds. I found the
communication through telepathy (true*) and
my editor was a witness. I wasn't searching for
codes or doing math’ or research. It was a gift.

I was hooked from the start and visited the UK
Crop Circles in the summers of 2006, 2007,
2008, 2010, 2011 and 2014. After a stunning
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Many people feel an enhanced electromagnetic energy field within the Crop Circle
formations. Often we feel an umbrella of
enhanced energy radiate out another 15-20'
beyond the Crop Circle border. The hair stands
up on my arms and on the back of my neck,
with chills from head to toe. At first the
sensation is a bit unnerving, then it becomes
ecstatic! Aetheric energies within Crop Circles
can offer distant travel experiences to those
who are willing. Lay down, take a chance, take
your time, breathe slowly… and believe.
My movies expose authentic footage of “Balls
of Light and amazing Crop Circles.”
(http://www.PattyGreer.com) I’m convinced
that the ET phenomenon is real and feel
certain that I worked with the Real
Circlemakers. It’s an incredible journey of
surprising illumination, and a constant
reminder to beware of false prophets and their
broken promises! As important as the Crop
Circle messages are to the world, they are
clearly a threat to those wanting humanity to
remain asleep. My early films were hidden
from the public for a few years because I
unknowingly trusted old paradigm people before I knew… As we clear away the final
vestiges of the old power and greed dynamics,
everything dark is rising to the surface to be
healed. Exposed across the internet & sent out
around the world, we are constantly testing the
core of our vibration and evolving!

The Crop Circle phenomenon is centered
around the Avebury Stone Circle, and includes
Stonehenge, ancient mounds and churches.
More than 90% of the worlds' documented
Crop Circles have been located on ley lines (a
direct line between 2 sacred sites) so it appears
to be no accident where they are located. More
than 90% of the worlds' documented Crop
Circles have been located directly over an
aquifer of water as well. Might the enhanced
electro-magnetic energy fields within the Crop
Circles be sending coded messages into the
waters of earth to assist with our evolution?
And might the Circlemakers be choosing to
leave their messages in farm fields-to draw our
attention to what's happening to our food
supply? The toxins, the chemicals, they must
think we're nuts!
Two very notable binary code Crop Circles
appeared in 2001 & 2002. "The Alien Face &
Disc" and "Arecibo Message" were both placed
strategically in farm fields with
telecommunication towers on their perimeters.
Blatant enough?? Did they think the humans
would share their urgent messages around the
world? During this time period $2.3 trillion
dollars went missing/and then 9/11
happened…

"Beware the bearers of
FALSE gifts & their BROKEN
PROMISES. Much PAIN but still time.

We've been constantly reminded through Crop
Circle diagrams of time tunnels, advanced
gearing systems and coded messages that we
are passing into a new age of conscious
humanity & advanced technologies. This
wisdom can heal the planet & all life on it very
quickly when assimilated. Let’s get on it! Free
energy and spacecraft technologies were gifted
to humanity long ago by off-planet beings and
now is the time to heal the planet. We have
more than enough evidence & humble
witnesses who have explained the reengineering of ET spacecraft technologies
dating back to the 1940s. When this
information becomes public wisdom,
humanity will no longer pollute the planet.

Believe. There is GOOD out
there. We Oppose DECEPTION. Conduit
CLOSING."

My newest movie, "The Shift Has Hit The Fan"
connects the worlds of free energy with ETs.
Filmed at the 2013 Global BEM Conference &

The "Alien Face & Disc Crop Circle" binary
message was precisely deciphered as this:
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2013 Roswell UFO Festival, brilliant sources
define the daunting secrets of our unspoken
reality & history. Subjects rarely discussed on
TV or the daily news expose an old paradigm
reality that is collapsing. This movie takes us
back in time to memorable moments when ETs
communicated with humanity. Prepare
yourself for a magnificent journey as we focus
on the solutions that are available today.
Ambient clean energy, space craft technology,
fission nuclear energy, water cars, 3D printing,
organic food, clean water, healthy forests, and
honest humanity.

in television signals, in municipal sirens, upon
the printed page, on advertisement billboards,
at our workplace, our family reunions,
temples, churches, our bedrooms and in the
arms of our significant others
It is everywhere.
You may believe that I am writing about fear,
and it would be relevant. However, I am not
referring to “fear” as a general reaction we
have been conditioned to “believe” it is, or
even feel. I am choosing to see it for what it
really is, and that is simple energy.

Ascension is imminent!

Everything is energy. From the food we eat,
the water we drink, the voice we project to
each other in conversation, when we are
walking, running, driving, speaking, listening,
exercising, reading, working, making love and
even when we are sleeping, energy is being
emitted from and to us at all times. A constant
cycle of mutual exchange as vital and present
as our breath of life. Everything that is an
expression of energy, for if it didn’t convey
energy, it simply wouldn’t exist.

http:///www.PattyGreer.com

The Fear of Fear
By Iam Saums

So, what does energy have to do with
fear? Everything!
What we call “fear” is just a raw, unrefined
force that has yet to be proactively
transformed by us into a useful, beneficial and
eternal energy. As all energy is, this form of it
is very powerful and often misinterpreted. It
only becomes what we term “fear” when we
choose to perceive it as distinct from what it
really is, energy. When we do identify with it
as “fear”, we automatically give our power over
to it, thus we succumb to the “fear of fear.”
More often than not, when we find ourselves
influenced by feelings of trepidation, anxiety,
panic or fright, it is not the energy itself by
which we are impacted, it is merely the
perception, response or reaction to this energy
that brings us to this a state of being. We are
not afraid of a person, experience, situation or
circumstance, we are fearful by our
perspective, and ultimately our way of being,
that we adopt about those people, things or
events in our lives. We are triggered mentally,
emotionally and instinctually into what we
acknowledge as “fear” by our perception of it,
not the energy itself.

It is in our thoughts, in our hearts and in our
bodies. In fact, it is in every cell of our being.
It is instinctual and in many ways, it has
wound its way around the very roots of our
human nature. It may be the first thing we
awaken to in the morning, and the last thing
that we ponder before drifting off to sleep. It
has even compromised and devoured the
health and well-being of our breath and our
lives.
It is in the air, the water, the fire and the earth.
It is projected and broadcasted on radio waves,
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In fact, it is impossible for us as human beings
to inherit or embrace this “fear”. It simply
doesn’t work that way within the natural
dynamics of being human. We first have to
“believe” that the “fear” exists, is threatening
and is influential, then allow it to impact us.
In essence, we are not afraid of the “fear”, we
are frightened by the “shadow” of a “fear” we
ourselves create with our own perception (selfdeception). Fear cannot exist without being
empowered by belief.

accepted and adopted into the human
experience of life. In many ways, we have been
brainwashed and programmed into believing
that “fear” is a “real” experience. Something to
be admonished, revered, respected and
regarded. Something as “real,” and greater,
than life and death themselves. It is not.
Complying to fear is like believing that the
“echo” is actually the “sound.” Fear is a
shadow often cast upon us in such a way that it
renders us, in most cases, incapacitated,
shocked, overwhelmed, anxious,
disempowered, hopeless, helpless and docile.
This energy is simply a “frequency,” a
discordant and chaotic “disturbance in the
force,” indeed. It is a waveform pattern of
energy that passes through us on a cellular
level (this is why we feel it in “waves”). And
because none of us have a “cellular
consciousness,” (way of being) it is inevitable
we will succumb to our interpretations of this
raw energy’s presence. However, the
important word in the last sentence is
“passes.” It can only linger within us only as
long as we allow it to persist. When we refuse
to hold space for our “fear,” it dissipates into
oblivion.

Believe it or not, we as human beings are so
powerful and have such amazing potential
beyond even our imagination, that “we” create
our reality, when we choose to, and we also
create our “fear”. Whether we are empowered,
inspired, afraid, angry frustrated, tired,
hungry, sick, excited, related or lonely, we are
causing the experience of our life based upon
how we chose to perceive it. This all begins
and ends with the expression of our energy.
When we embrace an experience of passion,
we may feel a surge of energy within us that
allows us to transcend the mundane of daily
life and make a difference in the lives of others.
When we adopt an experience of loneliness, we
allow our energy to be released from us as a
“fear” that may overwhelm us with sadness or
depression, leaving us feeling depleted and
discouraged. What is most important is
realising that it is up to us how we choose to
experience this powerful force of energy often
misinterpreted and misrepresented as “fear.”

How do we manage our fear?
When the waves of fear rise and impact us, we
have a choice. We can “believe” that our “fear”
is real and accept it as an unfortunate element
of our human experience. Or we can choose to
see it for what it really is, an empty misguided
perception and an unconscious expression of
our lives. At the heart of it, “fear” can become
a “cop-out,” a “free pass,” an excuse for us not
to fulfil upon our destiny. “Fear” is something
we have given our power over to that we have
allowed to grow greater than our visions,
passions and intentions.
For a moment, ponder how this human
misperception has impacted and
influenced our society.
There is nothing more powerful or
omnipresent in this universe than energy.
There is nothing more powerful within us as
human beings than to choose to transpose this
raw energy known as “fear” into an expression
of love.

As the famous moniker goes,
“(F)alse (E)vidence (A)ppearing (R)eal.”
“Fear” is an illusion. Fear is a lie that at some
point, during the history of evolution, has been
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If we can create fear in our lives, we can
certainly transform it into a key to open many
doors of possibility.

Raising Consciousness
By Julie Soskin

For the “real” reality behind the fear we may
create in our lives is the acknowledgement that
we weren’t courageous, inspired or bold
enough to overcome all that may rush up to
challenge us in the pursuit of truth, our faith,
our creative expression and our love.

Julie Soskin
The discoveries in science, particularly in the
area of genetics, alongside instant
communication and other major recent
findings mean we stand, at perhaps the most
exciting, and some would say alarming, brink
of massive changes. So, had we not better grow
up fast and shift our consciousness very
quickly indeed? We will need higher mental
faculties, clearer emotions and a heart-felt
intuition to create a new positive reality. It is a
time when we have the opportunity to be part
of, what is likely to be, the greatest step in
evolution that humanity has ever experienced.

Iam Saums
Iam Saums has been a professional musical
artist for over 20 years with several projects,
releasing 4 CDs and over 150 songs. He is
currently working on his 5th CD,
"Lakshmi." In addition to music, Iam has also
written poetry, short stories and has recently
been inspired to write articles about
consciousness, awareness, creativity,
belonging and being that have been featured
on several websites around the world. Iam
was/is a student of The Fourth Way School in
the Tradition of G.I. Gurdjieff for over 4
years. He studied Kabbalah for over 8 years
and has practiced Meditation in the Jain
Tradition for over 12 years. He is committed
to community, freedom, truth, love and music.

In the process of looking deeper into ourselves,
we begin to see through our own thoughts and
habits, becoming conscious that there maybe
profound splits and paradoxes inherent in our
thoughts. In doing this we can become aware
of the ego’s skilful ability in self-preservation
and with that knowledge we are likely to be
shocked by our own, sometimes devious and
artful, defensive excuses.
When this deconstruction occurs, a great deal
is happening with the individual, and they are
often experiencing profound splits in their
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psyche. This stage of development is necessary
for progress. When self-awareness deepens, we
will have greater access to intuition, our
intuitions then become active tools to direct us
for their own development. Gradually, through
the unpeeling of self, the individual becomes
conscious of a ‘knowing state’.

Repeat the behaviour and the neural
connections are strengthened. We have the
ability to choose to keep helpful beliefs, and we
can choose what we feel and think, despite the
apparent fixed notions from the past. We can,
however only do this by becoming aware.
I have observed that the hardest thing for
anyone to cope with is not bereavement,
separation or even death; it is the realisation
that we have been deluded. So hard is this to
cope with many people when faced with the
possibility go into complete denial making all
kinds of bizarre reasons to save them from
confronting the truth. However, haven’t we all
found some form of delusion in our lives? Selfdeceptions and making excuses, create conflict
in the energy field of the individual, and bring
obstacles to inner peace. Every thought has
energy, every emotion has energy, and every
part of us emanates energy.

The science of the brain reveals that most of
our patterns are set during the period from
birth to seven years. This gives new meaning to
the saying ‘give me a child until he is seven;
he’s mine for life’! In the brain there are neural
pathways, which are a programming chain for
neurons and synapses. The brain plots a
course with these neural pathways. With an
intense emotional experience the brain invests
a lot more energy in the recording of that
experience. Imagine for a moment all those
pathways in your brain and all those
experiences that have cemented themselves
within you from an early age. Intense
experiences in our lives mean we are more
likely to revert to the response mechanisms
created at an early age in the brain. We can unlearn and create new responses. We know that
is possible, for instance, in a stroke victim
where a large area of the brain is damaged, the
brain learns to create new neural pathways
around the non-functioning damaged area.

In the state of unconditional love we are in
perfect balance, unaffected by negative
emotions. However, this energy is not the
sentimental love of emotions; it is beyond
emotions. In this state we become free from
the chains of the past. This does not mean
guides, deities, gods or space men will rescue
you! The age in which we now find ourselves is
the age of responsibility and growth. The
opportunities this could bring for humanity
are endless and wonderful, if, and it’s a big IF,
we can stop apportioning blame on others, and
instead embrace and take responsibility for
our own energies. No teacher, guide,
facilitator, guru or priest can measure
spirituality, for who can judge such a nondefinable aspect as the spiritual Self? If some
part of divine energy is within us, it is possible
that only the individual can be the final judge.
The astral energies built up over thousands of
years are powerful, full of humanity’s fears,
emotions, thoughts, desires and woes. These
energies create a place where memory or
habits of past forms and structure reside. They
can, if given enough energy create an entity or
thought form. These energies can perpetuate
though families and societies and are still very
much present, and are still being used to
imprison whole populations of peoples. Our
fears resonate out into the atmosphere and are
held in the astral planes. If we have little or no

We strengthen these new pathways by
constantly reinforcing the actions and intent.
Affirmations can assist us, by putting different
and more positive thoughts into our brains,
however, it is only in the action of doing that
the brain makes new and better pathways. If
we start to act in a different way, we are
creating new connections in our brains.
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fear, this negative magnetic force cannot
attach itself to us. The challenge for us all, each
and every one of us, is to engage our will in
intentionally dissolving these negative
energies. Only by embracing the knowing that
we must do this, for and by ourselves, can we
reach inside the depths of our being. This
unfoldment of self, bit by bit will clear away
the ‘veils of illusion’, and consequently will
bring a clearer resonance of energy both to
ourselves and our world.

wired to do them. Let us then begin to unravel
the fixed wiring of our being and start today to
fulfil our best potentials. In this process
remember to take some time to observe the
real magic around you. It has taken millions of
years of evolution to bring you to where you
are. Our world is truly amazing.
The argument against any work on self has
often been that it promotes selfishness.
Ironically it is by knowing oneself that we can
better understand and have compassion for
others. We then can achieve an empathy that is
real and consequently want to aid our friends
and families, our society and the world, which
leads to a more altruistic way of living.

For thousands of years we have been searching
for truth, visions of utopia through different
ideals and philosophies. Could it be that the
resolution of humanity’s problems lies not in
the hands of any philosopher or particular
political persuasion, religious leader, or ideal,
no matter how good. Each regime, each
philosophy, each faith has been called into
question or disappeared, coming and going,
age after age. A new leader, a new idea comes
along and we are told it will be our salvation,
but very soon the new ideas fade, and then
another prophet in the guise of the next new
man or woman at the top arrives and the
whole process begins again. Equally, it could
be reasoned that the new age and
contemporary spiritual Self-awareness is
another idealistic concept. Giving power to the
individual, for instance, may just be another
spiritual concept. So are the new spiritual
concepts any better than the religious models
of the past? If one lives and works intuitively,
there may never be an absolute truth, as each
moment has its own unique meaning for the
individual.

Visionaries are not just people with good
intention but those who see beyond the clouds,
who have an instinctive clarity that is not
imprisoned in a box or structure, who are free
from fear and have courage to do the right
things. Through the lifting of the veils of
illusion we can all become visionaries of our
own world.

As Abraham Maslow says ‘One cannot choose
wisely for a life unless he dares to listen to
himself, his own self at each moment in life.’
The decision to ‘dare’ to look at oneself, no
matter what that will reveal, is seen as one of
the most important elements towards
advancement, and one that cannot be stagemanaged.
Good people do bad things sometimes. Most
often it is because they feel threatened, fearful,
hurting, or that they have issues from the past
and, like any other animal when wounded,
they fight back. As adults, no one makes us do
anything. We do things that are born from our
mind-sets or beliefs, and because we are hard-
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This work will not necessarily mean we will
obtain a life without difficulties, illness or
sorrows. Life is likely to continue to present us
with challenges, problems to be solved,
bereavements to be grieved, and all the myriad
experiences an individual may encounter. It
may not make the bumps in our road
disappear. However, working on in-depth
spiritual self-awareness can provide us with a
stronger vehicle with which to ride more easily
over our difficulties and ultimately lead to a
better more consciousness world.

For many of us the subject of the soul is a
difficult one. Most people brought up in our
Western society have been presented with
conflicting viewpoints and traditions. Many
doubt that the soul even exists. Within the
spiritual traditions that we have, there are
diverse definitions of what constitutes a soul,
it’s impact on our being and how it affects our
day to day physical lives. Yet I have come to
think that working with this aspect of self is
one of the most important things we should
pursue, when we wish to heal, grow or develop.
Here I offer a perspective that doesn’t adhere
to any one particular doctrine or tradition but
is born from many years of exploration. It is
essentially very simple yet at the same time
complex, just like the human soul.

(Extracts from The Psychic’s Handbook: A
Guide to Psycho-spiritual Energies. By Julie
Soskin. Published by Watkins).
Julie is an author of nine published books and
has worked in the field of psycho-spiritual
studies, for thirty years. In 1996 Julie founded
the School of Insight and Intuition in London.
In February 2005 modules of the school’s
programme were validated and implemented
as part of a BSc degree. In 2005 she received a
Master of Philosophy degree (M.Phil) from
Surrey University. Julie continues to work as a
sensitive and facilities psycho-spirituality and
consciousness studies. For details of
forthcoming courses and events see Website:
www.juliesoskin.com Email: julie@julie
soskin.com

The nature of the human soul

The soul is the multi-dimensional
consciousness existing outside of linear time
and space creating the experience that we call
life. It is a self-creating consciousness that
exists primarily as energy but which manifests
as physical matter in the lifetimes that we
experience on earth; a strand of energy that is
interwoven with the Great Consciousness of
the Cosmos and at the same time an individual
aspect that grows, explores and creates from a
perspective that dwarfs our superficial mental
consciousness.

Working with the Soul
By
Debbie Adamson

Most of us go through life unaware of this
living energy animating our very being, having
separated ourselves into parts such as the
‘mind’, ‘heart’,’ ‘ego’ and ‘body’. Yet all of these
aspects are part of the one living consciousness
that is our soul. To use a computer analogy it
is the basic operating system for our being. It
is the superstructure of self and in order to
know our true self we must work with the
whole system and not merely address a
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subsystem or periphery aspect such as the
mind or one physical life time.

the patterns we inherit from our ancestors and
the societies in which we live.

Non-linear time and space

No strand is negative or evil, it is just energy.
A person isn’t punished for an offense or act
from ‘another’ lifetime because there is
nothing for which to be punished. There is
only a consciousness striving to understand its
own being and the full spectrum of existence,
to explore all the possibilities of creation that
are inherent in the interchange of energy and
matter, light and shadow. In order to do this
the soul will choose the genetic inheritance
and social conditions it needs, with each
incarnation, to grow and fulfil its ultimate role
in the Greater Consciousness.

One aspect of the soul that often creates
difficulty for us, is the fact that it is exists
outside of linear time. It creates numerous
physical forms to learn, grow and explore its
own nature and existence. From the soul’s
perspective these forms all exist as one being,
influencing one another at the same time.
There are no ‘past’ or ‘future’ life times, merely
existence. The concept of linear time is
created from the experience of our senses and
a physical brain that interacts at a physical
level, creating a perception of one moment
following another. However when we step
outside of that framework, we become aware of
non-linear existence and the fact that our
being is made of many strands of experience
that run throughout time and space.

How the Soul learns
The soul is in a constant state of learning and
evolution, without limiting concepts of good or
bad, right or wrong. It explores the light and
shadow of all things possible, every hatred and
tolerance, anger and serenity, forgiveness and
revenge, resistance and acceptance perhaps
through many lifetimes and in different roles
until every nuance and depth of those things is
known. It grows like this until all aspects of
the individual move into harmony and
balance, creating a whole being that can
become a grounding rod for the energies of the
cosmos. Then the soul, mind, ego, heart and
body become interwoven seamlessly into one
strand of energy that touches both the earth
and the heavens. In this way the Greater
Consciousness grows and knows itself more
fully.

The structure of the Soul

The individual soul might be viewed as a
complex strand of life force, made of many
smaller strands of living energy vibrating at
different frequencies, like a multi braided rope.
Some strands hold the information to create
the physical body whilst others contain
emotional patterns, thoughts and behaviours.
I believe that the information of these strands
is contained in the DNA at a subtle energetic
level. All of these strands are intertwined and
influence one another throughout time and
space between one life-time and another. They
are like computer soft-ware controlling how a
pc works, just as our soul defines who we are
and how we will work. Some strands are
created when the soul is born and give us a
fundamental purpose for being and general
characteristics. Others are created by the
experience of emotion, thought, behaviour and

We sometimes use the phrase ‘soul wounds’
yet perhaps this fails to grasp the process that
the soul undergoes during its existence. What
we may call wounds, from the limited
perspective of one lifetime, are the soul’s
proving grounds of growth, the strands of
experience through which it can evolve. When
viewed like this they are opportunities for us to
expand. They are the doorways to our soul if
we can embrace our total self.
Strands of learning
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Strands or patterns are created in many ways
and imprint the soul with an opportunity to
learn. Intense emotional, mental, physical and
spiritual experience can all create an imprint
of various kinds. Subtle energetic experiences
such as energetic attachments or injury can
also affect the soul. Oaths, promises and
contracts, both formal and informal, from each
lifetime can pattern the choices that the soul
makes and affect us at levels of which we are
unaware.

Working with the soul needs to be approached
with the whole being. It can’t be controlled
simply by the mind, forced by the
determination of the ego or exercised into
good health with the physical body although all
those approaches may play a role in promoting
wholeness. To begin the process we need a
starting point that will allow us access to the
whole being, help us to move out of linear time
and work with our entire energetic structure.
Such a starting point is the heart. When we
rest in the inner heart centre and the flows of
the cosmos in which it bathes, we move into
balance. We are able to perceive many aspects
of the soul that may have been previously
hidden from our awareness. The blocks that
had prevented the full integration of an
experience can be recognised not as wounds
but as potential for learning and with this
acceptance their energy blended with the
whole instead of creating instability.

It is not the fact that an experience exists that
creates an impact on our soul but the way in
which we react to it. Every reaction creates
energy. Our thoughts, emotions and physical
bodies create electrical and bio-magnetic
energy and energy can never be lost. Every
event however huge such as the birth of a star
or however tiny such as the beat of a
hummingbird’s wing is recorded in the energy
field that makes up the cosmos. As linear time
is an illusion of the physical brain all energy
that is recorded in the cosmic field exists
‘forever’ and ‘at the same time’. Thus every
experience that our soul possesses exists in the
same way.

It appears that often we have one pivotal
physical life time, amongst the many our soul
creates. This life time often acts as the spur for
the main learning or purpose of our soul. It is
the grit that enters the oyster, stimulating it to
create a thing of beauty from something that
initially irritated or disturbed it. Just as we
have the opportunity to craft a soul of great
beauty during our existence. If we access this
one pivotal lifetime and bring it’s experiences
into harmony we will find that many of the
more difficult issues we carry may be resolved.

If we are fully open to an experience with the
whole being, the mind, heart, ego, body and
soul then we learn from it fully. It will be
grounded and accepted and used as a catalyst
for expansion. However if we resist it on some
level or become attached to it, perhaps out of
fear or pain or a concept we hold, we may
create an imbalance or block the flow of energy
through our being. This creates instability in
our energetic structure, which in turn will
create a feeling of discomfort in some way. It
may create a phobia, pattern of behaviour or
health, an inability to respond appropriately to
certain circumstances or ideas about the self.
It will be different for every soul because every
soul is unique and their path is different.

Working with the heart to embrace and
harmonise our whole being is powerful and
simple but it may also need the support of
other types of work. Vibrational essences are
excellent, being versatile and providing a huge
range of supportive action. I have found one
essence in particular to be of great help with
soul work – that of the sequoia tree, the coastal
redwood. Shamanic practices are also of great
value and different traditions offer different
perspectives and techniques. There are many
different approaches and it is perhaps best for
each individual to find the ones best suited to
their soul.

Remembering wholeness
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“Now,” said the seeds, “we’re soaked through
and through. Just right for our beginning.”

The Value of the work

On the next day, a cold wind blew out of the
north, and some of the seeds began to
complain.
We were told that accommodations might not
be the best, but this is absurd.” Some of them
even began to wish that they had never been
strewn.
The third day was no easier. The ground was
hardened by the wind, and not a root could be
put down.

Once the soul is accepted, fully embraced and
helped to move into harmony with itself and
the cosmos, our perception of life changes in a
fundamental way. We become whole. We
become a thing of beauty and strength that
supports all those around us at a deeply
energetic level. It is the beginning and end
and we come to rest in its dance of energy and
matter, light and shadow, flowing through the
cosmos in limitless play.

The rest of the week the rains came back,
softening the earth, but driving the seeds
deeper and deeper into the ground. Some of
them were born away on rivulets of water.
Others bounced from place to place as giant
raindrops struck them.
“Ouch,” and “Oouch!” said the seeds as the
rain hammered their heads. “If only the sun
would come out!” chorused all of them.

“The Seeds” from “Tales for Jung
Folk”

“What a beautiful seedling I could be,” said
another, “if only I had the right warm soil
around me, and just enough sun to start me
sprouting.”

by Richard Roberts
When “The Wanderer” has passed this way
once again. He strew some seeds over the
world to make the world green and to give Him
much joy. But He moved quickly on through
the universe, and left within each only a small
seed of His Own Light.

“Oh,” said its neighbour, “I don’t ask much.
Just a little sun through the clouds and I can
manage as well as any.”
But the rains carried on through all of that
month and the next. This was impossible to
the seeds. Anyone listening who could talk
seed talk would have heard a whole field of
complaints.
Except for one! This one seed had been bored
at first by all the bad vibrations around him,
then genuinely annoyed, and now he knew that
if he paid any more attention to them, he
would become just like them – a complainer
who would never, never grow.

It was winter on the earth when He passed our
way, and Mother Nature was cold and
unreceptive to the seeds. Her body was
awaiting the great surge of spring, when she
stirred in her sleep, shook her loins, and the
great cycle of life began again within her.

So what if the rains wouldn’t stop, and the sun
hadn’t come out. It was time to do something
about it. All the others were waiting for
something to happen outside themselves.
Maybe nothing ever happened out there. Was
there a sun? He had never seen it.

The seeds lay in a great horde over her body,
and on the first day the rain rained all day.
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Their Great legend was that the sun would
come again. It had come once before, so the
ancestral story went, and when it had all of
“those-who-had-bloomed-before,” had burst
their jackets and raised their heads to heaven.

the field, or the rain that continued to beat
down. Deep within itself, the sun was being
centred. The seed was giving birth to the sun.
The next day a green shoot burst abruptly
through the roof of the seed, and bore the
jacket up above the ground with it.
Just at that moment, above the field the clouds
parted and a glorious sun appeared. The rest
of the seeds were all dead and could not see it,
but it was a beautiful as the Great legend had
said it would be. It wore a gown of golden
light, and was crowned with a halo of pure
white light.
The seed sent a shiver of warmth blossoming
down its length from tip to root, then gathered
itself and surged upwards towards the sun.
For the seed had learned the Great Secret of
the universe, that all along the sun had been
shinning within.

Now despair was rampant in the seeds like a
fungus, corroding the very spirit of The
Wanderer at the centre of their beings.
Except for the one seed. The time had come to
do something, and none of the others had
thought of that. It had had enough of rain and
mud too. Perhaps the thing to do was to bring
the sun out.

Song of the Spider's Web
By Jill Mattson

Making a mighty effort of will, the seed slowly
pushed out a small root. “Lord,” it thought,
“this is hard work!”
The other seeds were full of scorn. What good
was it to try to amount to anything when the
sun wasn’t out. All of them knew the seed
would come to a bad end. “Never start
anything unless things are just right,” was an
old seed law.
Well, the single seed sent its root down, and in
just a day it had a firm grip on Mother Earth.
Instead of gripping, the other seeds went back
to gripping. “If only –“was the prelude to each
of their thoughts.

It is cliché that mathematics is the language of
science; recent discoveries reveal that in a
related and perhaps even more fundamental
way, music may truly be the language of
nature.

The next day was rich with clouds, as full and
fluffy as the cream topping on a shortcake.
Not a ray of sun could get through, if there was
a sun at all.

Just as my dog whines and tries to stop me
when I play discordant music on my piano new findings show that we may be biologically
"hardwired" in our response to aesthetically
pleasing or displeasing music. Evidence
suggests that music may be encoded in the
smallest protein molecules comprising living
things. Recent experiments from MIT report
efforts to represent manmade silk fibers as

But the seed had forgotten now about “out
there.” It was engaged in a fierce
concentration of all its powers of will and all
it’s collective memory of what it was like to be
born. It no longer knew of the other seeds, or
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musical compositions - using the underlying
proteins in the synthetic silk as "notes". The
researchers found remarkable similarities
between the physical properties of the silk and
the aesthetic sound and feel of its associated
music. In other words silk with good physical
properties produced pleasing music!
Sound Healing investigators and certain
students of antiquity have believed for some
time that sound in general, and music in
particular, hold great potential for revealing
deeper understanding of the universe around
us. Furthermore, the informed application of
precise energy - in the form of sound
frequencies - can benefit us on many levels:
emotionally, physically, intellectually, and
spiritually.

After these initial results, the team went back
to the lab to produce new silk materials. One of
the new analytical tools that they employed in
the development of superior silk was music!
Greatly simplifying the details... the various
levels of the silk's structure (the proteins, their
relationships, and underlying structures) were
translated into musical compositions. The end
result: the strong silk proteins that would not
form usable threads produced music that was
harsh and displeasing. The proteins that
formed usable fibers played as soft, fluid,
pleasing music. The fact that the above process
(based on the silk proteins) resulted in
anything even remotely resembling music is
remarkable; the fact that pleasing music was
produced from "good" silk and harsh music
resulted from "bad" silk is near miraculous.

The MIT research team attacked their work (to
synthesize silk fibers in the lab), with the novel
approach of replicating building-block protein
molecules. The large multidisciplinary team,
including engineers, biomedical experts,
mathematicians and musical composers,
formulated synthetic silk in a systematic
manner - as a model for future synthetic
material design work. They began by building
a computer model of natural silk and then
identified the underlying bio-materials
responsible for the unique light weight,
subtleness and extraordinary strength of
spider silk.

One of the researchers, Markus Buehler of MIT
said, "There might be an underlying structural
expression in music that tells us more about
the proteins that make up our bodies. After all,
our organs - including the brain - are made
from these building blocks, and humans'
expression of music may inadvertently include
more information than we are aware of."
Music may soon tell us much more about our
biology and reveal new insight into our
humanity. Expanding on this, the processes
that produced the biology, DNA and buildingblock proteins may be encoded in a universal
song.

These researchers modified silk producing
genes and created a device to copy the spider's
silk spinning organ. After extensive work, they
produced a variety of synthetic silk strands.
Two of the experimental "silks" stood out. One
of the new protein combinations yielded
extremely strong silk molecules - but the catch
was these proteins did not adhere to each
other as a thread, which was of course useless.
The second material contained weaker protein
molecules that adhered together strongly and
made an excellent thread, as natural silk
proteins do and was a success. It was not
enough to produce strong proteins alone - they
must interconnect properly and form a
coherent strand on a large scale; there must be
a cohesive architecture properly aligning and
connecting the components (like a musical
composition).

Sound and music - could these be far more
than we have thought them to be? Ancient
civilizations considered music a mystical force
and carefully guarded its secrets. Modern
experts believe sound energy can interact with
and alter our subtle energies - opening up vast
opportunities for healing and growth.
The human voice contains voluminous
information on the underlying state and
wellness of the body. Musical compositions
are grand "stories" employing numerous
instruments, notes, pitches, rhythms, octaves
and so on - producing a holistic effect beyond
the sum of the parts. As my dog knows very
well - what sounds right, feels right. Music
could be the universal language of nature - and
deeper - mirror the grand plan that makes us
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and our surrounding world what we are.

the incredible power and healing
capabilities of sound.
Mattson infuses ancient mystical techniques - with profound potential for growth
and enlightenment - in her original musical
CD's. The CD's combine intricate Sound
Healing techniques with intriguing, magical
tracks that offer deep healing possibilities.
Please visit her websites where you can
learn more about her work.
www.JillsWingsOfLight.com,
www.JillsHealingMusic.com,
www.MusicForBeauty.com

This diagram of the molecular structure of
one of the artificially produced versions of
spider silk depicts one that turned out to form
strong, well-linked fibers. A different structure, made using a variation of the same
methods, was not able to form into the long
fibers needed to make it useful. Musical compositions based on the two structures helped
to show how they differed. (Credit: Markus
Buehler)

IMPACT OF HEALING TOUCH
WITH HEALING HARP ON INPATIENT ACUTE CARE PAIN
By Tami Briggs, Therapeutic
Harpist

MIT reference: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(2012, November 28). Researchers synthesize new kind
of silk fiber, and use music to fine-tune material's properties. ScienceDaily. Retrieved January 11, 2013, from
http://www.sciencedaily.com
/releases/2012/11/121128112157.htm

Jill Mattson is a three-time author and
widely recognized expert and composer in
the emerging field of Sound Healing! Jill
lectures throughout the United States on
“Ancient Sounds ~ Modern Healing” taking followers on an exciting journey
revealing the Healing Power of Vibratory
Energy. She unveils secrets from ancient
cultures as well as the latest findings of
the modern scientific community showing

Traditional Western medicine and
pharmacologic medications are common in the
hospital setting. And in recent years, the use of
complementary and alternative medical (CAM)
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treatments have gained in popularity to reduce
pain, anxiety and nausea. This provides
patients with choices and an opportunity for
enhanced symptom control.

Results

New research highlights the concomitant use
of two CAM modalities – healing harp and
healing touch at the hospital bedside for acute
care.

•
Patients who received both harp
therapy and healing touch had greater average
pain reduction and anxiety between pre- and
post-treatment than those in the healing
touch-only group. There was no significant
difference in the reduction of nausea between
the two groups (Table 1).

Background

Table 1. Overall changes in scores

Woodwinds Health Campus in Woodbury,
Minnesota was built in 2000 and is an 86-bed
hospital, embracing an innovative and
integrative model of care. It gives patients and
families access to a wide variety of CAM
interventions – energy-based healing (healing
touch, Reiki, therapeutic touch), essential oils,
guided imagery, healing music, etc.

Healing Touch Therapy
A) Average change in pain scores.
Sample size 1978. Change -2.3.
B) Average change in anxiety scores.
Sample size 1129. Change -.7.
C) Average change in nausea scores.
Sample size 279. Change -.7.

In 2006, a relationship developed between a
healing touch practitioner/instructor and
myself (healing harp). We hypothesized that
when used in tandem, these two healing
modalities had a synergistic effect for pain,
anxiety and nausea.

Harp & Healing Touch Therapy
A) Average change in pain scores. Sample
size 37. Change -3.6.
B) Average change in anxiety scores.
Sample size 13. Change -.9.

To date, no other research utilizing healing
harp and healing touch is available, making
this study the first of its kind.

C) Average change in nausea scores.
Sample size 4. Change -.6.

Study Design

•
Patients who received harp therapy
and healing touch with severe and moderate
pain had a significantly greater reduction in
pain scores between pre- and post-treatment
than in the healing touch-only group. There
was no significant difference in the average
reduction in pain scores when experiencing
only mild pain (Table 2).

The research purpose was to conduct a
retrospective analysis determining if these two
concomitant modalities were effective in
reducing pain, anxiety and nausea. Registry
data from May 2006 to May 2012 was
examined including orthopedic surgery,
maternal care, hospice and intensive care
patients. Each healing harp/healing touch
session was individualized to the patient and
sessions lasted 20-30 minutes with the foci of
minimizing pain, reducing nausea and
decreasing anxiety.

Table 2. Change in pain by severity and
prescore
Healing Touch Therapy
A) Severe prescore (7-10). Sample size
502. Change -3.4.
B) Moderate prescore (4-6). Sample size
724. Change -2.7
C) Mild prescore (0-3). Sample size 752.
Change -1.0.
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Harp Therapy & Healing Touch Therapy
A) Severe prescore (7-10). Sample size 10.
Change -5.0.

Implications:
•
Pain and anxiety are common in the
acute care hospital setting for patients and it is
frequently difficult for caregivers to see their
loved ones in pain.

B) Moderate prescore (4-6). Sample size
18. Change -4.0.
C) Mild prescore (0-3). Sample size 9.
Change -1.4.

•
Continuing to offer complementary
interventions for treatment from the
traditional pharmacological medication
provides patients, caregivers, and practitioners
with other therapeutic options.

•
Besides the quantitative measures, we
were given qualitative feedback. One
comment:

•
The concomitant use of healing harp
and healing touch provides compassionate,
holistic care.

“You both showed up at a very vulnerable,
difficult time and brought some peace and
beauty to both my husband and me. My
husband rested well and seemed more relaxed
after your visit. We appreciated your patience
and generosity. There truly are angels among
us!”

Next Steps:
•
The sample sizes were small, yet still
produced statistically significant results. Other
hospital facilities across the country and
around the world may wish to begin
incorporating these two powerful healing
modalities for similar results.
•
Future research should explore patient
comfort and relaxation.
Biography for Tami Briggs:
Tami Briggs is a certified harp practitioner,
composer, and recording artist. She has played
the harp at the bedside of hundreds of hospital
and hospice patients. She uses her musical
experience and her clinical training to address
the immediate needs of the patient, the
patient’s loved ones, and the professional staff.

•
The healing touch
practitioner/instructor and I believe the
combination profoundly expands our work as
compared with what we have experienced
independently. We also speculate that using
the vibrations of the harp in tandem with the
healing touch clearing techniques produced
quicker and deeper holistic healing.

Tami is the founding principal of Musical
Reflections. The company’s mission is to
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provide products and services to enhance and
support the healing journey. Tami is a dynamic
facilitator and presenter, working with health
care professionals educating and encouraging
them to use music as a healing modality. She
has completed 15 CDs and written two books
(Grace Notes: Reflections on the Harp and
Healing and Women as Healers: Voices of
Vibrancy). Her websites are
www.MusicalReflections.com and
www.WomenAsHealers.com.

are in harmony with it. Dharma could also be
described as the nature of “what is” and in
Buddhism, refers to the practice of following
the Buddha’s teachings. The diligent
observance and practice of these teachings, is
the way to enlightenment.

Finding Dharma
Four Questions to Finding Your
Dharma
By David Starlight

“There is no term in Buddhist terminology
wider than dharma. It includes not only the
conditioned things and states, but also the
non-conditioned, the Absolute Nirvana. There
is nothing in the universe or outside, good or
bad, conditioned or non-conditioned, relative
or absolute, which is not included in this
term.” ~ Walpola Rahula
One could argue that dharma is a truth, a
teaching, a practice and enlightenment itself.
Everything is expressing itself fully according
to its nature, and thusly there are no duplicates
and no failure. All that is created is unique. As
individuals in this perfect whole, we are all
ingredients that perfectly express themselves –
every nuance and character contributes to the
overall manifestation. As James Hillman said
(in The Soul’s Code), “You are born with a
character, it is given, a gift as the old stories
say, from the guardians upon your birth.”

The Buddhist concept of dharma has a central
philosophy that all is whole and complete as it
is. There is no accident in the entire universe.
Most of the daily challenges we experience as
human beings originate from a lack of
understanding. The way to cultivate
refinement of the mind and uplift the human
experience from ignorance and suffering, is to
practise dharma.

Living in dharma means living ones’ purpose,
bringing forth one’s personality and expressing
it in the world. By living on the quiet, in fear,
limitation, or otherwise, we are denying the
world our one-of-a-kind gifts. So, too, living
from the ego denies the full expression of our
talents for the benefit of others. The purpose of
dharma is to allow the world to evolve to its
full potential.

What is this cryptic notion of dharma and is
there a way to decode it for modern
consumption?
Dharma is a broad concept with many
understandings and definitions, very much like
the word “tao.” Like tao, dharma supports the
natural order of the universe and those who
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“We know we are in dharma when we cannot
think of anything else we would rather be
doing with our life.” ~ David Simon

4)
When did you have the most fun?
What memories come to mind – what were
you doing at the time?

How does one relate to the seemingly mystical
and intangible elements to finding one’s
dharma?

About the Author: David Starlight
David is the founder of Metamorphosis Retreat
(Web: http://mretreat.com). A Naturopath,
Wellness Specialist, Soul-Coach, he creates
personalised packages for corporates and
individuals seeking wellness solutions and
adventure travel for the soul. For more
information, he can be found at:

Since there are no spare parts to the universe,
then each individual part is needed by the
whole, it is necessary, it is wanted. For the
whole symphony to vibrate at its most refined
and poetic, it requires all instruments to play
their part. Thus, one thing is essential for the
greater good – each person must follow the
authentic path that is most wholly-speaking
“theirs” and only theirs.

Email: david@mretreat.com
Web: http://www.mretreat.com

What animals have to say…

It reminds me that I am nothing, I am
everything, I am here for a purpose for all, I
am not here by mistake. And neither are you.
On this point, the words of Ralph Waldo
Emerson are worthy of contemplation ~

By Picca De Bruin
Animal Communicator &
Profiler.

“Standing on the bare ground…a mean egotism
vanishes. I become a transparent eyeball; I am
nothing; I see all; the currents of the universal
Being circulate through me; I am part or
particle of God.”
The whole universe supports me when I act
according to my nature, my calling, my
purpose, my reason for being.
Living a meaningful life requires that I live in
dharma to the whole of creation. Dharma is an
opening, a mission, a doorway, a purpose, a
destiny, an active element and a passive
process of surrender. Could anything be more
important?
To find your dharma, here are 4 Questions to
Meditate on:
1)
Do you know what your dharma is?
Have you found it yet? Where have you
looked?
2)
How would you live differently if you
knew your days were numbered?
3)
why?

Picca and Suggs
As an intuitive animal communicator, I wish to
share my experience. I hope by sharing some
readings, it will create awareness of how
incredible animals are.

Which people do you admire most and
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People ask me if I was born this way and when
did I start talking to animals. Here is just a
short intro to what has led me to this wonder

Much later in life a kinesiologist asked me
about my gift to be able to intuitively read
peoples auras. I was dumbstruck and thought.
Me? Never! Then she continued to tell me I am
able to communicate with animals as well.
After the shock and excitement, I slowly
started to do readings.

As a child animals where my friends, well
really my angels. I was in a constant state of
panic. My father was a very angry man with
schizophrenic tendencies. Being in a car with
him when he was in a “dark mood” was
unbearable with nowhere to hide! I used to
escape in a dream world possibly another
dimension. I would pick a passing couple or
person and then begin to make up a story in
my head of what their lives might be like, did
they have children, was the relationship going
to last? Some were happy others heavy with a
feeling of loss or loneliness. If there was a dog
with a person, I would ask the dog to tell me
what its life was like within the family.

Nervous as hell. But each and every time I was
awed by the result. I have some very dear
friends who themselves are animal hero’s, they
share my love and understanding of the animal
dimensions. When I share an experience with
them I am humbled by the “magic”, the
wonder and wisdom of animals.
In my work I use a photo of the animal.
Working intuitively, means I can work long
distance. I can control my environment,
clearing my mind of no pre-conceived ideas or
owners influences. I am able to focus
undisturbed as it takes intense concentration
to move into the frequency of an animal. While
painting the animal’s aura I start to receive
information. I write all the information by
hand, once completed it offers a profile of the
animal. Personality, self-esteem,
communication skills and so forth. I also scan
the body to pick up discomfort or pain, and ask
the owner to get the vet to treat the problem.
Unfortunately not all vets are open to this
process. Once the reading has been completed,
I scan and email the document. The owner
may make a booking, per telephone or Skype
to read through the document, as I often
receive information quicker than I can write.
One horse comes to mind. The very first word
that came through was “Salt salt salt…” I had
to stop the horse by saying: ”here, look I wrote
it down and will tell your owner. Now let’s
move on.” The owner confirmed, she started
giving the horse salt blocks. The reason for the
reading was this horse had gone lame and the
owner was interested to know why this
happened. I received “BL18-19”, I was not sure
what it meant, but was pleased when the
holistic vet confirmed it as an acupressure
meridian point. Asking the horse what was the
cause of the injury if any, I received a low angle
image of a concrete slope which was green
with wet slime which of course made it
slippery. The owner confirmed the horse broke
out and was found in this section of the

One blessing I am grateful for, we had dogs
and other animals as part of this dysfunctional
family. I always had a dog by my side, my first
guardian was a boxer named Karlien. The most
beautiful specimen, and quite fierce. She even
protected me against my father at times,
growling at him. That took courage, believe me
people used to scatter when they noticed him
approaching. Karlien waited every day on the
sidewalk for me to get off the school bus and
then she would run to greet me. After Karlien,
there were other companions throughout my
life. I always talked to them, and instantly new
if they experience discomfort. A psychic bond
with each and every fury friend I had the
privilege of knowing.
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protector, safety officer of the home. He could
not comprehend why someone would harm
themselves. Animals understand nature, birth,
survival and death. But not harming oneself as
this women did. It was difficult to explain
“choice” to him, it was her choice and he did
not contribute to it in anyway. The second part
of healing was to get him to accept his new
home and family. When I spoke to the new
owner and asked how he was doing? She said,
“funny thing, he only howled once today and
has not lifted his leg either.” Well, what can I
say? Be that as it may, he is doing much better
and I am most grateful for the experience!

stables, which was where the salt was kept! On
my site visit, I went to look at this dangerous
slippery slope, I had to giggle, it was slippery
when wet but not at all to the extent of the
image I received. Obviously this was how the
horse preserved it.
Then there was the reading for Misty. A
mother contacted me, explaining her 14 year
old daughter is passionate about show
jumping. At home she and Misty do well, but
as soon as they enter a competitive arena they
both become nervous and make mistakes.
Misty pointed out that the girl leans to one side
which causes them both to be off balance on
landing. This was confirmed by the trainer. I
gave the daughter some guidelines on what to
do on arriving at the show grounds, in order
for both her and Misty to calm and get focused.
Misty experiences discomfort and gets quite
bloated due to being anxious. It tested her feed
should be altered before the show. After doing
a reading such as Misty’s, it breaks my heart to
think humans can be cruel to animals, treating
them as if they have no intelligence or
emotions.

I have also been contacted by owners of pets
who have passed over. It brings much comfort.
I love working with them as they are “light”
and free! One wonderful client asked if her
beloved dog, Mr Jones was still with her and
can he give her a sign? Mr Jones
communicated he observed something
breaking. My client burst into tears as she told
me she went for a walk with her younger dog,
Sally. On her walk, she picked up a precious
rare shell that she carried home with great
care. When she reached the house the phone
rang and without thinking she put the shell on
the table and it smashed into a million pieces.
Mr Jones asked me to tell her that Sally has a
problem. She does not like complete darkness,
and Mr Jones used to comfort her at night.
Problem solved. Sally got a bed light!

At times it is most difficult not to slip into
depression as I feel the heavy burden some
animals carry. Yet, I find it important to share
such cases with people to hopefully let them sit
up and listen. I did a reading on a dog who was
re-homed after his owner committed suicide.
By hanging herself, in front of the two dogs.
On discovering the horror, the dogs were
rushed into a vehicle and dropped at a friend’s
home which became their new home.
Naturally both dogs was traumatized, the
female recovered although she keeps to herself
most of the time. The male dog was a rescue
puppy and very attached to the women. He
started to howl sporadically, the owner was
worried the neighbours would call the animal
welfare. He started to lift his leg wetting the
other animals’ beds, and then he started to
also jump up and wet the new owner’s bed as
well. I was contacted at this point. I realised
this was his way to call for help. For the first
three days I spend an hour a day, just sitting
and “being” with him, holding him in white
light and calming him by doing an aura
balance for him. On day four I took great care
in making contact. Creating a space of
compassion and love. He saw his role as her

Then there was the reading for a petrified
street dog in China, also precious. The owner a
X-South African found a dog in their yard
absolutely petrified as it was the Chinese New
Year celebrations! She said it was two days of
nonstop fire crackers and fireworks. This poor
mangy malnourished skinny dog was quivering
in the corner of their yard. Once she managed
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Most animals are grateful for their homes and
often ask me to please tell their owners they
are grateful for the care and comfort.

to get him into her house it took days before
they could even get close to it. Eventually they
managed to clean, treat and feed it. Then
“Fred” lived under the coach. I worked with
Fred, assuring him he was safe within the yard
and the family wanted him to live with them as
a member of the family. I received the
following email, “Hi Picca, Thank you I
received the reading. I do not think it
necessary to have a Skype conversation.

Other animals I have done reading for? Pet rat,
pet monkey to a stud bull who’s reading, shall
we say is confidential!
Please feel free to visit my website
http://www.animalauras.co.za or contact me
via email picca4pets@cyberperk.co.za

I have to tell you that Fred has undergone a
metamorphosis, he is not as scared anymore
and much more relaxed. Fred follows my son
everywhere.”

Reality, Human Energies and
Our Matrix Earth

A very funny reading was for Ava, Ava
Gardner, a Persian cat with a long silky coated.

By Marian Matthews

The true nature of our reality is of endless
fascination to me. This is particularly true
when looking at, as human beings, the
question of who and what we really are. Are
we, and the world, our Earth, that we live on,
what they seem to be? The answer is of
course, on one level, yes. That is not the whole
story however. Reality is in practice multi
layered. We are just seeing one strand of it.
The strand we actually think we see and feel,
though, is in some senses not the whole story.
For instance, we appear to be inhabiting a
physical world, Earth. This is located in a
physical universe so large and mysterious that
science has yet to find its limits. We walk and
live on this physical planet and see other
creatures, plants animals and buildings around
us. We also feel we are warm blooded beings
made of flesh and blood and bones, walking
about and interacting with this world. On one
level this is, of course correct. The truth of the
matter is though, at base, that this solidity is
an illusion. We and all around us, are nothing
more than energy beings living in an energy
matrix. How can this be possible? Well, to
understand this we have to look at the

The owners were a gay couple who just wanted
to know what their three cats had to say. Well,
Ava thought she was a dame and superior to
the other cats. She did not communicate with
me immediately, I had to try a second time.
Dame Ava started by telling me she despises
dirty eating stations and will not share a bowl
with the other cats. She also made it quite clear
which of the cat foods she likes and which she
refuses to put her lips too. Once she said what
she had to say she pulled back, end of reading.
The owners had a good giggle and said it
describes her perfectly. She spends the day
grooming and walks around with her nose in
the air.
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underlying structure of ourselves and the
world around us.

dense materials than us. At base though, this
solidity is an illusion.

Universal structure

Even our thoughts and emotions, originating
from our physical brain, can be reduced to
biochemical energies. We are actually beings of
pure energy, beings of light.

On purely a scientific basis, every one of the
substances from which we, and the universe
around us, every solid, liquid and gas, are
formed from different atoms in combination.
Atoms are one of the basic building blocks of
all matter on Earth and in the universe. Once
thought indivisible, it is now known that they
are themselves constructed from fundamental
particles, protons, electrons, neutrons plus
some other really strange and exotic particles.

The scientific energy matrix
Not only are we just energy, but we are energy
beings living in an energy matrix. Different
types of energy flow through everything and
hold all of creation together. We live in a
heliosphere, bathing in energy and protection
from the sun. Atomic, electromagnetic, nuclear
force and gravity all contribute to holding the
universe together and allowing it to function.
Some of these energies are scientifically
recognised.
Magnetic-The core of the Earth is like a giant
electromagnet. Lines of magnetic energy flow
through the Earth and out into space. Earth
has a magnetic North and South pole. We also
sit in the heliosphere. That is the vast
magnetic bubble emanating from the sun,
encompassing most of the solar system as far
out as Pluto.

Atomic Structure
Protons and neutrons form the core or nucleus
of the atom, and much smaller electrons
continually wiz around it. Although these
particles look like little solid balls in the
illustration above, this is in practice not true.
These electrons, protons etc. are themselves
nothing more than parcels of vibrating
energies in different combinations. They are
held together because the positive charge of
the protons in the nucleus is equal to the
negative charge of the orbiting waves of
electrons. So we, and the Earth, really are just
constructed from vibrating energy parcels
(quanta). Not only that but this reasonably
substantial looking atom its self somewhat of
an illusion. Over 99.4% of its mass resides in
the core, or nucleus. It, and therefore we, are
mostly empty space. Why does everything
look solid and separate then? The answer lies
in the strong electrical bonds of the atom. The
more complex elements have more protons
and electrons therefore greater forces hold
them together. So it is a question of relative
vibrating densities. We can walk through
simple oxygen but not through rock. We can sit
on chairs because they are made from more

Earth’s magnetic fields
Gravity- A natural phenomena that means all
bodies with mass are attracted to each other.
This holds us and everything on to the Earth,
and allows us to live on its surface.
Atomic-this refers to the energies within the
atoms. Vital for our universe. Our sun, and all
the stars are nuclear furnaces synthesizing
complex matter from hydrogen. Realising the
energy from this process gives us the light that
streams out from the sun and allows us to live
and function on Earth.
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The alternative energy matrix

Energy beings in an energy matrix

There are many energies in our matrix,
though, that are just as vital but are not
necessarily measurable by current science.

To conclude, the reality of our universe is that
that we are nothing but beings made of
vibrating parcels of energy. This is true of all
we see around us, including our planet Earth.
On one level our seeming solidity is just an
illusion. We are beings made of light.

Ley lines- These are lines of earth energies
that circle the globe, connecting important and
sacred sites such as Stonehenge, the Egyptian
Pyramids, and the Great Wall of China. Some
people believe that these meet at various
intersecting points forming a grid or matrix.
These energies can be detected by dowsing,
and although science can be very doubtful
about their existence, they are very real.

Our existence is lived out in an energy matrix.
The universe seethes with energy forces such
as electromagnetic, gravitational and atomic
energy. These are known to science. There are
also other matrixes such as Earth energies and
spirit energy which are not known to science
but are very real. These work together to form
the grid in which we exist. There may be other
matrixes there also that we are not yet aware
of. These in combination allow us to live, and
thrive, on Earth. But remember, at base,
whatever the apparent big picture of reality, we
are nothing more than beings of light
inhabiting a world of light. We are the
energies.

Marian writes about many of the different
aspects that make up our reality.
To learn more check out
www.marianmatthews.com or Facebook page
Aspects of Reality.

Earth energy matrix
Subtle or spirit energy- This is something
we all have, encased in our physical body,
detectable though the aura that surrounds us
all, but few can see. All living things have this.
This our spirit body, some say our blue print.
The subtle body works alongside the physical
body to maintain and heal and itself is multilayered. It is this that many healers use in their
healing. The top layer is said to reach up to the
godhead or source. It is powered though points
called chakras (or wheels) rotating energy
portals on the human body which pull down
energy from an energy source available to us
all. This is called the universal energy stream.
Some healers use adjustment of these energies
to balance and heal.

Contact her on 7aspects@gmail.com for more
details.
Book Aspects of Reality- a user’s guide to the
universe from www.archivepublishing.co.uk

GMO Foods
By Susan Brooker
This is the first generation of kids who
will not outlive their parents! Here's
one big reason why: There is a silent war
going on; and, it's not being fought over oil,
land, or religion. Billions of people, worldwide,
are unknowingly fighting for their long term
health. You can't see it either, because the only
signs that it is happening come from deep
inside you. And, unless you really know the
truth, you are already unwittingly involved in
this fight. Where is it being fought? Right in

Layers of the subtle body
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your belly, in your child's belly, and in the
bellies of everyone you care for and love. It's
the fight to control every aspect of the food you
eat. The reason for this is that if you control
people's food, you control every part of a
person's life.

safe for animals or humans to eat. Recent
long-term, independent studies on rats that
are fed GM foods determined that they develop
kidney disease, diabetes, and prostate and
breast cancers. The rats don't immediately get

Look at the food you eat. Is it wholesome? Is it
natural? Chances are you probably eat what
you and your family like: meat, cereal, eggs,
take-out food once a week, the odd, occasional
muffin, bread, pizza, cheese, and some candy
now and again. Also, you chew gum, drink
your soda and generally eat the typical diet of
any person. You know some of it's not all
good; but, the balance of your diet, you believe,
is ok. However, the truth, I am so sorry to say,
is the complete opposite.
Let me explain. By now, most people are aware
of Genetically Modified foods. If you are not,
then here is a quick summary of what they are
and their benefits. GM foods are made by
taking a normal plant, such as corn, and
inserting a gene from a completely different
species into that plant, to give it unique traits.
A ‘unique trait’ could be, for example, corn
that is resistant to being eaten by bugs, or,
soya that can withstand being sprayed by
Round-up herbicide so any surrounding weeds
or bugs die. The obvious benefits, they say, are
less chemicals, higher yields, and cheaper
foods for all.

these diseases, but, they strangely show up
half-way through their lives. And, this is with
only 10% of their food being genetically
modified. That's less than the average North
American eats in their diet!
I have written a whole eBook on the many
other reasons why you should not eat
Genetically Modified food. You can download
it for free by clicking this link.

All very commendable until you start to dig
deeper into this Genetically Modified world.
What you discover is something that comes
right out of a James Bond movie where there
are certain corporations, Biotech's, that want
to control everything through their evil and
nasty plan to take over the world. In their
reality, greed rules over any moralistic values
for people, the environment, or the planet
itself. In this real, but seemingly fantasized
world, politicians are bought, scientists create
products that are designed to secretly kill
everyone in the world, and people are
brainwashed into believing whatever these
corporations tell them.

What does that say about you and your
children who have been unwittingly eating this
stuff? It's been in the food chain for over 20
years now. When you start to look at the
statistics you will find the recent increase in
early onset diabetes is unprecedented . Kidney
disease is massively on the rise , and so is
breast cancer and prostate cancer. All of these
diseases are starting to appear in seemingly
healthy people with good diets!
How is this possible? Genetically Modified
foods are in practically everything processed
that you buy . Almost all breads and muffins
are made with oils that are genetically
modified. All candy is made with high fructose
corn syrup made from Genetically Modified
corn. Anything with sugar or soya in it is a GM

Why shouldn't you eat Genetically Modified
foods? Here's one reason that is just the tip of
the iceberg. Genetically Modified foods have
never been officially tested to see if they are
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product and, that probably includes your
favorite chocolate bar. Plus, all those low-fat
foods contain artificial sweeteners. All milk
and dairy products, your cheeses on your
pizza, multi vitamins and anything that is
made from eggs are also included in this list.
All livestock such as chicken, lamb, and beef
are also GM products because nowadays these
are raised solely on Genetically Modified
grains.

Monsanto named 2013’s most evil company
corporation in New Poll
GMO Compass Genetically Modified plants
The 10 Companies Controlling the World’s
Seed Supply
Biotech Industry Ups Propoganda Efforts
with Undercover Ambassadors?
Glyphosate Toxicity

What's the answer? Well there is really only
one. Eat as much organic food as you possibly
can. Why? Because Genetically Modified food
is not allowed to be in any organic produce,
and, even the animals cannot be fed with
Genetically Modified grains. But, I can hear
you say, it's too expensive. Let me share
something strange with you. Organic food is
likely to have four times more energy in it than
a non-organic food. More energy means you
get fuller quicker. You feel more alive and less
bogged down in your body. What you find is
that you eat a considerably less amount. So,
eating Organic food could actually save you
money, reduce your weight, and, ultimately,
make you and your family healthier.

The Internal Conflicts of the
Tarot
By Greg Broadbent

Organic food is the true cost of food as well. All
Genetically Modified food is heavily
subsidized. It's cheap, it's nasty, and if you eat
enough of it over a significant amount of time,
the likely chance of you and your children
getting ill, rises dramatically. Can you
seriously put a price on your own health or
that of your children and loved ones? Parents
would never knowingly harm their children. If
you want your children to outlive you, your
choice is simple: you need to win this war you
never signed up for. Take back control of your
belly; take back control of your health. How?
Stop eating Genetically Modified food.

Part 2 : The Outer Spiral.
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Baby Boomers May Outlive Their Kids

12.
Balancing existence : Suspending
self- observation.

The Standard American Diet in 3 Simple
Charts

These are the numbers 11 and 12 in the Tarot
Deck, Justice and the Hanged Person.

How Bt corn and Round up Ready soy work
and why they should not scare you

Justice represents a higher level of 0 which is
the Source (The Fool) by virtue of the 2=0 law
(look up Alistair Crowley's The Book of Thoth).

Are Genetically Modified foods beneficial?
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As the Fool is 0 or 22 (both of which do not
exist in the deck as numbers), Justice is 11 or
0, which is what happens when Justice is in
the centre of the paths, and when it represents
the balance of all the other paths, not an actual
path in itself. Thus the Hanged person is 12, or
the reverse of The World (21), which is the
manifestation of all the possible worlds as one
world, consistent with quantum physical and
relativity principles when parallel universes
are taken as a given in order for them to depict
existence. The Hanged Person is therefore the
higher level of the Source user (the Magician),
and number 1. So the initial internal conflict of
0/1 which is existence/non-existence is now
played out in view of the personal observer
rather than the universal one. As one works on
the balance between all paths, which is
instinctive at first, until our observations begin
to complexify, then we need knowledge, we
begin to suspend our self- observation, which
means looking out and understanding the
existence/ non-existence of things outside our
own consciousness. Suspending our self observation is only half the picture though,
because we stand not only above our ego to
look at all the possible universes, we also
descend head first into the sea of immortality,
the very centre of our ego, which is a
singularity on a quantum level and meet all
our infinite possible existences. The Internal
conflict is faith in natural cause vs our ability
to adjust to circumstance.

translate that into "our perspective".
The feeling of dying is not unusual because this
is such a huge change it rarely comes without
some catharsis. In between each trump (the
quantum particle) in the tarot there is a path,
this is the quantum wave, the wave in this
internal conflict is known in the Mayan as the
path of "climbing out of a deep pit". We all
know what that feels like, and if we don't then
we will someday. This pit is actually the
internal conflict itself which is whether we
change the past or the future. Actually, like all
the internal conflicts, it is not really a conflict
at all given that doing one will do the other
anyway, it’s just that our egos can only see the
past, and get glimpses of the future because of
the nature of the time differential between
differing densities of light, or time. The more
mass a "thing" has, the slower is time. We have
mass, our brains have mass, our thoughts do
not, although to get the message of our
thoughts requires mass as electrons can only
move at light speed. So we can only actually
think of the future from the past, etc. We have
a choice at this stage to see the past differently,
or to imagine a different future. The internal
conflict is our struggle to accept that after we
choose we recognise how little choice we
actually had.

13.
Suspending self-observation :
Changing Past and Future
These in the Tarot are the Hanged Person and
Death, numbers 12 and 13.
Once we suspend our self -observation we are
literally turned the right way around, but it
feels to the ego as if that means dying. The Ego
cannot believe it cannot actually exist, “we
exist therefore we exist” is its core belief. This
is illogical precisely because in our act of
observation we determine the existence of
everything (this is the core theory assumed by
quantum physics) and not just ourselves, or
our ego. So what it means to have been turned
around is to see beyond our ego, or, as Freud
would have said, to engage with the superego.
We see life from an infinite set of probable
perspectives and recognize that our ego will

The ego can't handle the paradox and reasserts its existence by killing itself. This has
dramatic ramifications if placed in the context
of the human genome which is radically selfconstructive and destructive at the same time.
Suspending self- observation changes our
relationship to time.
Changing the past or future means the ego
"dies" or is reborn into a mature perspective.
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14.
Changing Past and Future :
Manifesting the Present
These are Death and Temperance in the Tarot,
numbers 13 and 14
After we have accepted that our choice to
change our past and future is limited to the
actual choice of change we then have an
opportunity to manifest the Present with both
the freedom of our conscious mind and the
caveat of the unconscious will. This is a
balancing act and entails that the ego is
working for the will, and not sabotaging it. It’s
the same as being relaxed whilst moving and
letting the right things happen as they should
in order to control the flow of energy in time.
The internal conflict is to bring the extremes of
the initial internal conflict (existence/nonexistence) and all its manifestations in the
physical and emotional worlds (choice/nonchoice, changing past/future, learning to keep
balance/ not learning to keep balance etc)
together in harmony. Because there is really
only one conflict (existence/non-existence)
which, in fact, is an illusionary conflict anyway,
its actually monumentally simple. Life just is,
and because we observe it, it isn't as well, but if
we were not observing it it would just be as it
was, empty and full at the same time. This
internal conflict teaches us that we create the
conflicts through consciousness and by
relaxing the mind that creates them we allow
nature to just be, (having two minds, the ego
mind and no-mind, is what Osho called
schizophrenia). Not being of two minds means
not being in conflict and so places the observer
in the Present. From here internal conflicts are
a lot more subtle and affect the internal
observer's relationship with the observed
much more concretely. In fact they are no
longer conflicts and should be called harmonic
processes.

Once we have dealt with the internal conflict of
how the Present manifests in your experience
it seems as if we take a step back, and
sometimes the step is so big we never recover.
The conflict between the past and the present
becomes obvious and if we do not succeed to
integrate the ego at the correct level here we
will be forced by the nature of the fundamental
conflict between spirit and substance to follow
the same patterns of learning until we do
integrate. This could happen in a second, or it
may never happen, depending on the level of
consciousness, maturity and authority of the
individual. Because the initial conflict
(existence/non-existence) is essentially about
life propagating itself so this internal conflict is
bound up in sexuality, things that have
manifested also then become a subject of
further manifestation. Here is the conflict
between spirituality and religion, an idea and
its imitations, a cell and its copies, etc. When
are our choices actual choices and when are
they just patterned imitations. When have we
actually manifested the Present, or just
imitated a Present that once was. If its the
former then our internal conflict becomes a
great deal more subtle, because we could only
have done so if we had the authenticity and
authority to do so. Without authority and
authenticity we are replaying patterns,
endlessly. So dealing with the authority is not
just having it, its then dealing with the choices
that come from expressing it. If we relinquish

Changing the Past and Future changes how we
act in the Present
Manifesting the Present determines how the
Present acts on us.
15.
Manifesting the Present : Dealing
with Authority .
These relate to Temperance and The Devil in
the Tarot, numbers 14 and 15.
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My Story of Near-Death
Experience.

the authority directly after expressing it we
deny our responsibility and fall into habits that
seem to be choices but are denials of choice.
Our internal conflict is how to deal responsibly
and authoritively with the consequences of our
choice to manifest the Present.

(My re-birthday)
By Ábé Yūko - Kyoto, Japan

16.
Dealing with Authority :
Unconditional Re-sourcing.
These relate to The Devil and The Tower in the
Tarot, numbers 15 and 16.
Once authority has been accepted or expressed
(which, in fact, is the only way to accept
authority for the Self) the original internal
conflict becomes physically and mentally
manifest as a choice. Here is the "to be or
not to be?" question that haunts Hamlet, and
which the human species faces every time a
new conflict erupts amongst its nation states.
The ego reaches into greater and greater
complexities of mental exertion and analysis to
justify its existence (which is being threatened
by the lack of a perceived pattern) or
conversely to convince the Self that it should
not exist. The "patterned" Self collapses under
the extreme enormity of its own denial and we
either survive, and go on to meet the next
internal conflict, or we don't, sometimes taking
others along with us. This is the kind of
internal struggle we all recognize and hope
never happens to us, but it always does. There
is a distinct speeding up of events as our
perceptions change from particle to wave, time
speeds up and our "identity" or place becomes
impossible to measure. Our perceptions are
basically turning from particle to wave, much
like the spokes of a wheel that turns fast
enough to give the illusion that they are still.
Our internal conflict is to give unconditionally
to a future we are not sure of, or stay mired in
the past patterns that threaten to kill us. IF we
only knew what the Star coming up has in
store for us, we would feel liberated, instead
it’s like we find our authority and then
suddenly lose it, even though what we have
lost is using the source in imitation, and what
we have gained is the ability to re-source and
use the source from an authentic part of our
selves.
Greg Broadbent – Australia

The end of June – the beginning of July 2005,
I was staying at the hospital, because I had
meningococcal meningitis. I was having
tremendously big pain in my whole body
because of this meningococcus bacteria before
the near-death experience. It was…I do not
want to remember…Although PAIN…! After
the struggling with the BIG Pain, I went into
the WHITE WORLD and I was floating in the
WHITE WORLD. I knew that I was going to
die and I felt so comfy in the WHITE WORLD,
as there was no pain, anymore.
I thought peacefully, “Ah, I was set free from
the BIG PAIN at last.”
I was so happy to be in there, as I was free
from the Big Pain! But suddenly I got scared
being there, as I did not know whether I would
go to Heaven or to Hell… (I am serious.) So, I
thought, “I’ve gotta go back!!!”
So I came back. But later, I got to know that
you could go to heaven if you go into the
WHITE WORLD. The White World was the
path to Heaven. ( I got the information on the
internet, although I am not sure if it is the
correct information.) Just after I came back to
This World (I.C.U), I called the Shaman on my
mobile phone and he got rid of the
meningococcal in one night by distant handson healing therapy. It was NOT Reiki. It was
more powerful one than Reiki.

www.healingpathwaysmelbourne.com
info@tarotreadingsmelbourne.com.au
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Next morning, they said that they could NOT
find the germ… And I was transferred to the
isolation room from the I.C.U.

I came “Back to This World” in the beginning
of July in 2005. It is the 10th anniversary for
me this year, (my 10th re-birthday.) I had been
wondering why I had to experience this, and I
had been wondering why I came back to This
World from the Path to Heaven for a long time.

My doctor kept saying that they were not able
to culture the germ… (I really wanted to tell
them, “It was disappeared…” LOL.)
On the medical certificate, I can find the word,
“Unknown Disease”…
What happened to me the next was, in the
isolation room, dead spirit pulled my legs to
the Death World, although I fought and won
the game!
How?
I was holding on to the bed, but the power was
tremendously Big. It is beyond your
imagination. So I decided to give up holding on
to the bed. Although before I would let it go, I
told myself, “I would let it go, but I will just
bump myself against the wall and I will
definitely Come Back to My Bed! OK, GO!!!” I
bumped myself against the wall, and found
myself on the bed!

I was struggling with finding the answer… I
knew Shinto gods have chosen me. Although I
did not know what kind of mission they have
given me. I did not know where to go to find
the answer or the mission which they have
given me. I was really struggling so hard and
having hard time, as I was looking for a reason
why I had to suffer from the disease and
experience the Near Death Experience. I was
actually believing that I could grasp
SOMETHING somewhere OVER THE
RAINBOW. I was searching for which
direction I had to go to find the Right Rainbow
to find SOMETHING.”

To check if I was alive, and to check if I was in
this world, I pinched my cheek. I was able to
know that I definitely came back to This World
safely, because it was pain when I pinched my
cheek ☺
And in the bigger room where I was
transferred, I was surrounded by old people’s
dead spirits. I thought I would chant Hannyashingyoh which is one of the Buddhist
scriptures to let them go, although it did not
come out because of the too much fear… (I am
a Shintoist anyway. Although Buddhists and
Shintoists never fight in Japan.)

Finally, I have found the right direction for the
Right Rainbow, and I am standing
“somewhere” OVER THE RAINBOW now.
And I have found “SOMETHING,” and grasped
it, and been keeping it. I have grasped the
Right “SOMETHING.” Yes. It was the right
Answer. (MY MISSION.)

So I swore and they went away. A Buddhist
monk told me that I won the game called,
“This World or Another World.” If those dead
spirits had won the game, I would be in
Heaven. Those phenomenons and being
infected with meningococcal meningitis scared
me so much and this memory still sometimes
scares me…
What were written on “SOMETHING” which
was found somewhere Over The Rainbow?
“Shinto gods have chosen you. For what

Anyway, mom said to me, “Thank you for
coming back, Yuko!” when I went back to my
mom’s in 2005.
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purpose they have chosen you? To let you help
people on This Planet by hands-on healing
therapy. This is your Mission in your life.”

Thank you so much again, Suzanne Thomas .
Great grandpa — Thank you always for giving
me your healing ability to let me help people
on This Planet. And this is very important,
Great grandpa: Thank you for getting rid of
measles from Mom when she was a child. I
could be my mom's daughter ☺ I am very
honoured to be your great granddaughter, and
I am very honoured that I could be inherited
your healing ability.

When I was born, the story, “Yukkie’s
Journeys to Heaven and Back,” was already
planned by Shinto gods to let me help people
in the Whole World.
And I hope My Story of Near Death Experience
(Out of Body Experience ) would encourage
people in the Whole World. I also hope this
opportunity would give me more opportunities
to fulfil my mission in my life.

Mom /
あち ん— Thank you always for
your biggest and deepest love, and your
support and telling me what my Great grandpa
used to do to receive Great Ki-energy. Happy
Birthday!! I love you, Mom.

To the readers:

Inamoto Hyakuten-sensei — Thank you for
being my teacher of traditional Japanese Reiki
healing method. You are one of the
SOMEWHERE over the RAINBOW.

Thank you very much for reading “My Story of
Near Death Experience”. I would very
appreciate if you would let me know what you
thought by reading “My Story of Near Death
Experience” via e-mail. I do not want any
criticism. Thank you.

Hígáshí Gū jí (a Shinto priest) — Thank you
always for teaching me how to connect with
Great grandpa, teaching me Shintoism, and
how to receive Great Ki-energy. You were the
"SOMEWHERE" over the RAINBOW and you
taught me how to grasp “SOMETHING”
SOMEWHERE over the RAINBOW. You are
still the “SOMEWHERE” over the RAINBOW.

daiki.de.reiki@gmail.com
Let me THANK to those people:
Suzanne Thomas — Thank you very much for
giving me such a Wonderful opportunity to
share My Story of Near Death Experience with
people on This Planet.

Áiko-san aka Nákájímá-no-óbā chán — You
told me I have already found "SOMETHING"
SOMEWHERE over the RAINBOW. Thank
you for being in the “SOMEWHERE" over the
RAINBOW and finding me there.

It definitely made a Wonderful 10th
Anniversary (My 10th re-Birthday ) for me in
2015. I cannot thank enough. I cannot explain
with words how wonderful 10th re-Birthday it
would be in 2015.

Carla —Thank you for asking me What the
Near Death Experience was like last July. If
you did not ask me what it was like, “My Story
of Near Death Experience” would not be in this
Magazine.
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My Old Friend, Chiho aka Janet who is a
psychiatrist and also my client, and my student
— Many Billions of thanks for your great and
warm support when I had flashbacks when I
was editing this story. We have met in 1984
when Reiki healing art came back to Japan
from the U.S.A.. There are many other
coincidences between us☺ You are my Soul
Sister. これ
宜し く 願いします ジャ
ネ
母様に宜しく！

The Relationship of Yoga with
Thai Yoga Massage

Life is BEAUTIFUL! Please remember, “There
must be ‘SOMETHING’ somewhere OVER
THE RAINBOW.”

By Barbara Wall
I first encountered Yoga when I was eight
years old, with a book that I bought with my
pocket money! Over the years, my interest
developed and I have attended several
different classes offering different types of
Yoga. My desire to begin teaching Yoga was
inspired by a class I attended that was given by
the late Marilyn Freedman, a dedicated
follower of Vanda Scaravelli.

If you think you need my help, you could
contact me via e-mail.
daiki.de.reiki@gmail.com
う あ
う / Dō mo árígátō / Thank
you very much for reading My Story of Near
Death Experience.
Ábé Yūko(In Japan first name comes first.)

On completion of the three year teacher
training course with the British Wheel of Yoga
(recognised by Sport England as the governing
body for Yoga in Great Britain), I began
teaching my own classes in rural
Worcestershire. The first classes were held in
my conservatory and then in a draughty village
hall that was so cold that in the winter,
students would bring sleeping bags for Yoga
Nidra at the end of class!

Representative of DAIKI, Traditional Japanese
Reiki therapist and Lifestyle coach.
http://daikidereiki.blogspot.jp/2014/07/mystory-of-near-death-experince-my-re.html

Now I have my own studio that is warm and
dry and has heaters that actually work.
My courses are run under the name of
‘Paadena’, this is a Sanskrit phrase that loosely
translates to ‘on one’s feet’ - I chose this name
because I am also a qualified Chiropodist and
aware of the importance of the feet during
grounding in Yoga.
Having spent much of my life around Yoga I
began researching other complementary
massage therapies and discovered Thai Yoga
Massage Therapy. I was drawn to this therapy
as it has many reflective aspects with Yoga.
Thai Yoga Massage works on an energy line
system (the Ten Sen) through which the
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body's natural life force flows. Hands, feet and
elbows are used to apply pressure to important
points along these lines to clear blockages that
can be the cause of aches, pains and even
disease. This pressure, along with gentle
stretching and applied Hatha Yoga, releases
blocked energy and frees the body's own
natural healing potential to restore balance,
health and harmony.

and a quiet mind. During a Thai Yoga
Massage, the receiver’s body is at rest and
completely passive enabling them to be moved
much easier into positions such as Cobra.
When the wonder you awareness of how much
the body can achieve when it is free of tension
and now when teaching Yoga, I focus on the
importance of getting the student to breathe
into each movement, to relax them further and
enable them to achieve more from each Yoga
session.

A Thai Yoga Massage Therapy treatment
involves a form of bodywork that has evolved
into a unique and magical combination of deep
stretching, Yoga, rhythmic compression,
soft-tissue manipulation, gentle rocking,
energy balancing and acupressure.

In practical terms, a Thai Yoga Massage is
conducted on a thick cushion on the floor, the
client wears loose, comfortable clothing and
will be taken through dynamic combinations of
techniques that move, stretch and twist them
while they are positioned on their back, side,
front and in a sitting position on the floor.

Many of the postures resemble traditional
Yoga Asanas; in traditional Asana Yoga
practice, as we move into a pose we are
encouraged to feel our own bodies, feel how
the breath flows into our limbs, and how our
mind, with its thoughts and emotional turmoil,
can affect our concentration and stability. So it
is for the practitioner (or giver) and receiver of
Thai Yoga Massage.

For me, Yoga and Thai Yoga Massage are not
separate therapies; each is an extension of the
other, both connected by deep spiritual,
physical and historical links.
Learning Thai Yoga Massage has enhanced my
Yoga teaching and when giving a Thai Yoga
Massage, my Yoga knowledge allows me a
deeper understanding of the needs of the
receiver and thus strengthens our connection.
Having my teaching diploma from the BWY
has helped me teach Thai Yoga Massage
Therapy to a higher standard and much more
safely. I am confident that the reputation of
the British Wheel has also helped with the
Accreditation that my Thai Yoga Massage
Courses have recently received from the
Federation of Holistic Therapists. Yoga has,
and always will, continue to affect the way I
live my life and how I share my knowledge
with others.

As with Yoga, Thai Yoga Massage has a very
close link with meditation practice. Givers
focus their own minds through meditation,
enabling themselves to connect with the
receiver so that both meet in the meditative
state of mind.
Using this connection, the giver tunes in to the
receiver’s needs and takes them through a
series of movements, each performed in a
slow, relaxing pace, bringing benefits to
skeleto-muscular, nervous, metabolic and
other systems of our body, mind and soul.
With each movement, the giver remains
focused on their own body centre, aware of not
creating any tension, using properly their body
weight and leverage, maintaining pure
intention, open mind and warm heart.

Details of Barbara’s Thai Yoga Massage
courses and Yoga classes can be found at
www.paadena.co.uk Tel: 07990 501498 email:
mail@paadena.co.uk

Every posture for the receiver is
complemented with a posture for the giver. In
effect this becomes ‘Yoga for two people.’
The massage affects the entire body by
increasing flexibility, releasing both deep and
superficial tension, enhancing the body's
natural energy flow and promoting inner peace
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You, too, Can Help Bring Death
Back to Life in a Death-denying
Culture

This book could also help you go deeper in
your spiritual life and assist you to clarify what
you actually believe and how you want to live
the rest of your life. One grieving reader from
the UK shared.

By Maria Dancing Heart
Hoaglund
Funny how you’ll plan every aspect of every
trip except the most important one you’ll ever
take!
– found on www.nhpco.com (the National
Hospice website)
What comes to your mind and heart when you
think of “the last adventure of life”? Do you
have any hidden, or not so hidden fears around
death, grief, and the afterlife – as many
Americans do?

“Rarely has a book captured my attention so
immediately and inspired me to want to make
radical changes in my behaviour and conduct
in life. …

When I was seeking a publisher for my book,
The Last Adventure of Life, some years ago, I
met a very honest man in the publishing
business. Sometime after I’d sent him a copy of
my book, we met face to face and he confessed
to me the following.

I don’t know what Maria Dancing Heart’s
purpose for writing this book actually was –
but for me it’s brought about enlightenment.

“Maria,” he said, “I’m a coward. I’m afraid of
death; and I didn’t want to read your book. I
had it on my desk for some time. However, my
colleague here had read it and she kept
pestering me. She told me that it was a very
good book and that I should at least pick it up
and have a look. I finally picked up your book
and read it. And Maria, I’m so glad that I did:
Your book has truly helped me to be less
fearful about death!”

She skillfully talks about the character traits
that we all possess and can develop (with a
little effort) …
I was struck by the clarity of the message,
which essentially for me was "Go on, live a life
-- not an existence!" ... Somebody once said
that we're not humans having a spiritual
experience, but spirits having a human
experience. How quickly we can lose the
essence of life if we're not aware. How quickly
we forget that our happiness is in spirituality,
and not in material possessions.

I share this story as a way to let you know that
The Last Adventure of Life is not a scary book.
In fact, some have told me that it’s one of the
most loving and gentle books about death that
they’ve ever read. If you read it with an open
mind, it may help you in the following ways:
1)
It could help you face and overcome
some of your own fears around death, grief,
and the afterlife. There’s a beautiful story in
chapter 4. That you may want to begin with. It
is about a young man who has a “visitation”
from his grandfather who allays his fears about
death through a powerful, joyful, magnificent
burst of laughter (pp. 49-50).
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I feel that I am now equipped to live a more
complete and happy life! (George Savva)

especially in chapter 11, that will help you and
your loved ones face change and
transformation in a loving, meaningful way.
These include modalities such as massage,
music, essential oils, acupressure (simple
finger holds, for example), guided meditation,
and acupuncture.

2)
Did you know that many dying people
are “dying” to talk about death? If you are a
caregiver or a family member of someone who
is ill or dying, this book could help you become
more comfortable with “starting the
conversation” around a topic that is still taboo
in much of our culture. You will come to have
more sensitivity and ease to help others
around you in a graceful, loving, and gentle
way. At the most critical time in a person’s life,
many families tend to tiptoe around the most
important topic that needs to be talked about
openly – usually because of some old, outworn
fears.

Your natural state is that of Foreverness. -Abraham – Hicks
Rev. Maria Dancing Heart Hoaglund is an
author, transformational healer, U.C.C.
minister, and end-of-life coach. Her book,
THE LAST ADVENTURE OF LIFE, is an
inspirational resource book, a unique work
that brings together material from all walks of
life. It is assisting people who desire to face the
end-of-life -- and all kinds of change -- with
courage and hope. Many spiritual traditions
are represented here. Maria shares from her
rich experience with hospice that has opened
up her own spiritual life. She also was born
and raised in Japan, so she has an expansive,
multi-cultural perspective. Anyone facing
death, grief, or a transition of some kind would
find her book and resources helpful. Maria
now also has a 2nd book out at this time: The
Most Important Day of Your Life: Are You
Ready?

You may even be able to assist someone in
becoming so proactive around this topic that
you help them complete their lives in a good
way and create a good, more conscious death –
instead of an “unconscious death” that simple
happens with no thoughtful planning or
deeper awareness about what’s happening.
3)
Finally, The Last Adventure of Life will
teach you some very practical ways to lovingly
assist someone who is approaching death. One
woman who does therapeutic music with those
who are dying shared that this book is “one of
the finest introductions to hospice” that she’s
every read. It is a “treasure house of hope and
healing” another has said.

For more information on Maria’s work, see her
website at: www.changewithcourage.com. She
also posts articles as the National Transitions
and Grief Examiner at:
http://tinyurl.com/msv6aw. And for healing
tools wrapped in beautiful Japanese style
furoshiki (cloth bundles) to help you and your
loved ones through change of all kinds, see
www.soulbaskets.com. You may also call Maria
at (702) 340-4361 to order her books and/or
Soul Bundles directly through her.

In this book you will find a smorgasbord of
inspirational stories, poetry, prayers,
meditations, and suggestions that will show
you how to listen to and speak with the one
moving through great change – sometimes
approaching death. When a person is very
close to death, they are usually not so
interested in food. Instead of cooking for them,
you can show them other ways to appreciate
the senses besides taste, like touch, smell, and
hearing. You will find a rich collection of bodymind-spirit healing/relaxation modalities,
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Astrological Outlook

round in circles, the last days of Pisces are best
spent taking full account for what has occurred
in the previous zodiac cycle, learning the
lessons, releasing that which no longer serves
us and becoming lighter, brighter and more
spacious before we step over the threshold into
Aries.

April to June
By Zoe Hind

As the Earth pauses momentarily to take a
cosmic in-breath, allow yourself a little time
out to just belong.

April - June 2015
Spring Equinox

The inner planets

As we discussed in January, the Spring
Equinox marks the New Year in Astrology. We
step over from Pisces to Aries 21-24 March to
begin a whole new cycle of the Sun around the
Zodiac.

From April through to June, the personal
planets, that is to say, the Sun, Mercury, Venus
and Mars are all travelling together. These are
the celestial bodies closest to Earth and with
which we have a more personal, direct
relationship; representing life force energy,
mental clarity and communication, values and
creativity and dynamic action respectively.

The Spring Equinox (meaning equal night)
is a time when the world rebalances and night
becomes equal to day. We feel this intuitively
in our bodies as a vital recalibration takes
place. We naturally require more sleep and
cleansing to get ourselves ready as the Sun
enters Aries to begin again a new life cycle.

For the next 3 months, therefore, most of the
immediate energy available is in the first 3
signs of the zodiac – Aries, Taurus, Gemini.
These signs are the youngest, full of energy
and growing in strength with the Sun as it
reaches its height at the Summer Solstice.

This is the time when energy levels rise and fall
more dramatically causing tidal waves on
rivers and in our emotional and subconscious
states.

Aries - March 20 - April 19
Aries is the first sign of the zodiac. A cardinal
sign along with Cancer, Libra and Capricorn,
each of which begin a new quarter or season of

Everything in our galaxy is spiral in nature. In
order to go up a level instead of round and
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the year. Aries is the fire starter – full of life
and raring to go, impetuous, impatient and
pioneering. Having released the past cycle we
have made room for fresh energy, ideas and
inspiration to flood in. Pacing is important so
that we can actually see projects through and
not get too frazzled.
The Sun makes golden aspects to Jupiter on 3
April just before the Full Moon and Uranus on
7 April which reveal the bigger picture. We are
not just here to get by or chase personal goals;
we are here to be part of a major raising in
consciousness by being responsible for our
energetic transmission and holding a vision of
complete breakthrough.

Moon times:

Taurus – April 20-May 20

4 April – Total Lunar Eclipse in Libra This
Total Lunar Eclipse will be visible for most of
North America, South America, Asia and parts
of Australia. Relationships (especially our
relationship with our true self) are in the
balance.

The pace slows during the Sun's transit of this
earthy sign. We have another Mercury
retrograde – this time in Gemini (see below).
With Mars also in Gemini the polarity of fast
and slow, forwards and backwards, outwards
and inwards, mind and emotion will bring up
some contradictions for resolution.

18 April – New Moon in Aries – Fresh energy
and a new start.

The Sun harmonises with Pluto on 6 May
when we can build on firm foundations after
the recent months of deconstruction.

4 May – Full Moon in Scorpio – This is one of
the most intense Full Moon's of the year.
18 May – New Moon in Taurus – Maintain
heart based living as Mercury goes retro with
our minds.

Gemini – May 21- June 21
Venus approaches Jupiter in Leo as the Sun
reaches it's height in Gemini. Mercury has
delivered its message and we are aware of how
our thoughts and feelings contribute to the
world around us.

2 June – Full Moon in Sagittarius – Wisdom
is knowledge applied.
16 June - New Moon in Gemini – A return to
some kind of order. The Mind is subservient to
the Heart.

Around the time of the New Moon in Gemini
on 16 June, Saturn retrogrades back into
Scorpio. (More on retrogrades to follow). From
now until mid September, the revelations,
rewards and repercussions of the whole Saturn
in Scorpio phase (5 October 2012 to 23
December 2014) will be delivered.

Mercury Retrograde in Gemini:
4 May – Mercury passes 4 degrees – the point
that it will retrograde back to. Take note of
what comes up around this point as it is what
will be up for revision.

To follow these planetary movements in more
detail – please visit my 'In the stars this
month' page:

19 May – Mercury turns retrograde 13 degrees
Gemini Find this point in your birth chart to
see where you can most effectively work with
these energies.

http://www.astrozo.com/In-the-starsthis-month(2594989).htm

Get your chart here:
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DH
h3Ee1P6JY&list=PLIc2XgiCLCY7nDv7j0yPWr1c1uXjf_hp

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=P
LIc-2XgiCLCY7nDv7j0yPWr1c1uXjf_hp
The Summer Solstice – 21- 24 June

12 June – Mercury turns direct 4 degrees
Gemini Back to forward motion we can assess
the lessons we have learnt.

The Summer Solstice take place as the Sun
passes from the sign of Gemini into Cancer.
Solstice means 'Sun stands still.'

27 June – Mercury passes back over the 13
degrees point .

The Sun begins its decline at the Summer
Solstice. June 21 is the day with the longest
daylight hours. From here on in, the daylight
hours decrease, as we enter the dark half of the
year.

All clear – older and wiser.
About retrogrades and how to work
with them...

Traditionally this was celebrated on June 24 as
the ancients used to wait until they could see
the daylight hours decreasing and held rituals
to honour the Sun's crossing of this sacred
point in space and time.

All the planets have a retrograde phase (except
the Sun, Moon and Earth).
No planet actually turns backwards, it simply
recedes into the background when the Earth
overtakes it in our orbit around the Sun. It is a
question of relative speed.

The Earth is thought to be slightly flatter at the
poles and bulging at the equator. This
phenomenon was marked by the celebration of
'a day out of time'. Pausing at the Solstices as
the Earth itself hangs in the balance, this day it
is good to take 'a day out of time' to just be.

The further away the planet is from the Sun,
the longer the retrograde period.
Mercury lasts just a couple of weeks, Pluto
lasts for 5 months.

Midsummer is also known as St John's
Day. The Christian Church designated June
24 as the feast day of St John the Baptist, and
the observance of St John's Day begins the
evening before, known as St John's Eve.
Decoded, the symbolism here is that the Sun
looses its strength (is decapitated) at the
Summer Solstice as we pass from Gemini to
Cancer (baptism).

During a retrograde phase, The Yin energy of
the planet concerned comes to the fore and we
feel the energies more strongly inside us. This
is not a time for action, but a time for
reflection, learning and making the necessary
inner adjustments. Then, when the planet
returns to direct motion, the Yang energy
returns and we can outwardly apply what we
have learned; our path is changed and we are
building on more solid ground.
To find the expression of the Yin energy of any
planet, simply learn it's main qualities and
take them inside. For example, if Jupiter is
clearing the way for outward expansion and
our full expression, the retrograde is best
harnessed for inner clearing and reconnecting
to the soul self.
Just like breathing, the inward and outward
balance are both to be honoured.
There is a video on each planet on my Learn
Astrology play list here:

Midsummer Night Celebration in Russia
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Books and Book Reviews

The study of the stellar lore written into the
bible and other scriptures from all over the
world is called Astro-theology.
About Zoe...
Zoe was introduced to Astrology by her mother
at the age of 8 and has continued to learn and
love this profound system ever since. It soon
became a way of life.
Embracing the cultural beliefs and practices of
druid ancestors, and combining this
knowledge with a healthy interest in other
ancient cultures along with the latest scientific
theories, she brings the past and the future
together to make sense of the present.

ISBN: 978-1-78279-791-3 (Paperback) £8.99
$14.95
EISBN: 978-1-78279-790-6 (e book) £6.99
$9.99
This third A -Z directory by the author of The
Crystal Bibles explores the effects of
electromagnetic field (EMF) pollution and
geopathic stress GS) on health and well-being,
and the dis-eases and crystals associated with
them. Including 20 crystal portraits, the
directory assists in identifying the right crystal
for your needs whether it is for personal
energetic support and healing for EMF and GS
effects, or environmental protection against
electromagnetic and geopathic stress. With
practical applications, the directory also
includes essential information on keeping your
crystals working for you.

Historical Druids Temple
George Hodan
Perspective, empowerment and releasing
potential is the result.
Zoe teaches Astrology and other esoteric
subjects as well as giving a variety of unique
Astrology & Tarot Readings both on-line and
in person.
www.astrozo.com

Review: As always a knowledgeable in depth
book on the subject matter. Written in an easy
to understand style, and also has a substantial
A-Z Directory of crystals for combating EMF
and GS, together with a list of healing
associated disorders. Perhaps aimed at those
who have a specific interest in dealing with
EMF and GS problems. Although the new to
the subject can pick up nuggets of help.
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Author: An internationally known author,
astrologer, psychic, healer and workshop
leader. Judy has been a karmic counsellor for
over forty years. Her books have been
translated into 15 languages. Her first novel
Torn Clouds was published by O Books,
February 2005. O Books also publish Crystal
Prescriptions Volumes I and II.

Blow, wind, blow

Creative Corner

Out of the dark night comes the rider,
Upon the wings of a mighty wind,
With the steady purr of a racing
tiger,
Striding out, all evils to rescind.

Helping Others
When the wonders you never care

My old friend, the sou’westerly energy,
You come roaring up from St Michael’s Mount
With gathered druidic Stonehenge
synergy
From the Archangel upon whom we
can all count.

You never think anyone’s there
But though behold there is someone
who shares
You might not see that guide
Who’s making that pathway for you to

It was a moment of Truth dawning
When tonight I suddenly became
aware
That this was the call of a new
morning,
Something to lift the world out of
despair.

glide
Making life easy as possible for you to
try
So forget spirits your guide
But don’t forget it’s for you to take

St Michael rides upon the wave of
the storm
With his silver sword and angelic
train,
Showering the Earth with healing
reform,
A heavenly monsoon of peace and
cleansing rain.

pride
Whatever path you decide to take
Is down to you to make no mistake

By Peter Churchill
The Paperback ISBN number is: 9781500669867 to Loved & Guided
http://www.bookrix.com/_ebook-peterchurchill-loved-amp-guided/

Out of the dark night I heard my
friend,
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So strong and reassuring was this
wind,
Its ancient power all wars to end,
Come to cleanse where Mankind
has sinned ~

strife, they may be temporarily sidetracked

Whistling through the Winter trees,
Squeezing through our keyholes,

ment. But the lapse will be brief. For noth-

Bringing us to our praying
knees

ing in heaven or hell on earth or elsewhere

and wander down the bypaths of ambition
of self -interest and of material enchant-

can prevent the progress of the person who

And reaching our sleeping sacred
souls.

has awakened to the illusion, who has

Marianne Griffin ~
mid January 2015

glimpsed the reality beyond the glamour of
the astral plane and, who has heard, even if
only once, the clarion call of their own

From ‘Serving Humanity’

soul.’

Alice Bailey.

Flying above a Sacred Site

No glamour, no illusion, can long hold the

In this section I would like to attach,
for your delight, a film made by Ben
Lovegrove, using drone technology.

person who has set themselves the task of
treading the razor-edged path which leads
through the wilderness, through the thick-

In the past 12 months I have begun to revisit
some of the ancient sites of Britain to film
them with a drone. Here's an example:
Knowlton Church and Earthworks, Dorset,
England.

set forest, through the deep waters of sorrow and distress, through the valley of sac-

https://l.facebook.com/l/HAQFHSTPOAQHEebk
ius5rn7rIlw7XouuEHdZYWxEodIewUA/https%3
A%2F%2Fvimeo.com%2F108128339

rifice and over the mountains of vision to
the gate of deliverance. They may travel in
the dark (and the illusion of darkness is
very real), they may travel sometimes in a
light so dazzling and bewildering that they
can scarcely see the way ahead. They may
know what it is to falter on the path and to

www.wessexaerialphotography.com

drop under the fatigue of service and of
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With pleasure I am happy to include
artwork in this section of Magazine.

From Caroline Morris ©

Kingfisher Shapeshifter

Water Dragon

Molecules in Transition

Stargate
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Letters & E mails to the
Editor

Focus not on the pain and destruction that is
so prevalent in your media today. It is most
important to send love and light to these
places, but not to carry that with you through
your every living moment. It will be okay,
beloveds. We that are helping will not let the
destruction of our planet happen again. The
time for help has come and we have helpers
everywhere present. So pray, sent light and
then return to your body and be present in
your life 100%. This is how you help the ones
that need support in their times of tragedy.
You must not carry it into your moments that
you live your life, or the essence of "It " will
creep into your life and your world and the
pain will grow. Notice I didn't even focus on
what "it" was, but you got the gist of what I
said and the energy isn't carried on in this
message of light. You must be conscious of
what you create and know that each and every
thing you do has consequences for you and
your brothers and sisters of light. What you
choose to eat, the relationships you choose to
have, the sun in your life that you choose to let
in, they all have life of their own and it is in
how you direct your thoughts, words and
actions that is how you play it out for the
world. So, I ask you to live wholly in your
physicality and live it consciously. Try to not
retreat constantly into the astro flights and life
only a wee bit consciously. Instead, take your
flights and your meditations and bless them
and then return to your body and consciously
live the life you chose to when you entered into
this carnation. This is a tough lesson that this
channel herself could tell you about and how
she had to return to living life consciously and
stay in her body at all times. She would retreat
and only be partially in herself. Many of you
have learned to do this in coping in your

From Chris Street – Earthstars Interview

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uo7ZLLp
CCTQ
Not looking at my best in this interview but
we're all getting old.....
And some of you might find it interesting. Feel
free to forward it to anyone else who might be
interested.
chris
www.earthstars.co.uk
From Letitia of Lemuria
Being with the Knowing
Beautiful ones, it is in delight today that I
come to you. Delight in the joy of life and living
freely and wholly in the pureness of ones own
physicality. So many of you have literally
learned to love the now moments of late, that it
is tipping the status quo of energy here on the
surface of our planet today. It is in the BEing
that you will learn the Knowing of your
mission and purpose in life. It all comes in
accepting yourself as you are in this moment
now. You can be no greater that you are now,
beloveds. And there is no one person that is
greater than the other. We are all parts of the
whole and one cell in a mass of cells that make
up the wholeness of life with Mother Earth. No
one part of you can live separate from Mother
Earth herself. She loves and enfolds her
beloved children in the mantle of her love
moment to moment and is love in the purest
expression in itself.
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everyday life. But the time to do that has come
to an end and we need to call upon you to be
present and in the now moments at all times.
It is for the wholeness of all, beautiful ones.
For the wholeness of all.

you above, isn't your way to become one with
source, but that doesn't make you or me
wrong! It is in the honoring of one another
that we will all find our way in this new world
that we are all creating together. Remember,
as above, so below. We too, in Mother Earth,
contribute to the wholeness of our evolution to
the Ascension here as One Cell we walk with
you too. It is a balance of all things that
contribute to the giant steps that we are
making here on our planet today. Embrace
your lives and walk in your now moments.
Know that we are all walking this journey
together and we are all equal. You are beloved
to us that have watched your progress for eons
now. Relax beloveds, for you have all the
alchemy you need in the breath of life and the
joy of living. I give my peace to you. Call upon
me if you need to talk, and please don't doubt
that I will be there. Trust yourselves and know
we walk beside you in love. So it is. Namaste.
Zohar of Shamballa.

You are the sum of so many lives upon and
within this great planet and from the other
origins of our Universe. There is no One right
way to live and there is only the now. Become a
part of the New Human here on earth today.
That is one that is conscious and in the now
moments creating the tomorrows that we all
seek. Beloveds, what you seek is already in
you. Becoming friends with your source and
validating the messages that you receive are
the first steps in honoring the past lives that
you have had. Yes, the answers you seek are
there, but they are to be found in the now
moments and those quiet moments of
honoring life itself in the very breath you
breathe. The shift is happening, yet you need
not worry if you are part of it, or if you have
what it takes to ascend. Beloveds, I say it
again. You are and have all you need within
you to attain the spirituality and lives you
dream to lead.

For Further information go to Letitia of
Lemuria &ShaHaley11@yahoo.com

And Finally
The way, the truth and the light is within you.
Not out there....right there, within that spark
that is undeniably you and always has been the
value of you.
Embrace yourselves just as you are, right now,
in this moment and the life and knowledge and
wisdom that you seek is right there with you.
Never, and I say, Never push yourself to
become more Holy! Beloveds, you already are
Holy because you are of the ONE! Does this
make sense to you? My way, here in
Shamballa, nor before I started representing
the wholeness of us within Mother Earth to
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